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I. INTRODUCTION
During the 2015–2016 academic year, the Dynamic Learning Maps® (DLM®) Alternate
Assessment System offered assessments of student achievement in mathematics, English
language arts (ELA), and science for students with the most significant cognitive disabilities in
grades 3-8 and high school. Because the 2015–2016 academic year was the first year science was
administered operationally, a separate technical manual was prepared for science (see Dynamic
Learning Maps [DLM] Consortium, 2017).
The purpose of the system is to improve academic experiences and outcomes for students with
the most significant cognitive disabilities by setting high and actionable academic expectations
and providing appropriate and effective supports to educators. Results from the DLM alternate
assessment are intended to support interpretations about what students know and are able to
do and support inferences about student achievement, progress, and growth in the given
content area. Results provide information that can be used to guide instructional decisions as
well as information appropriate for use with state accountability programs.
The DLM Alternate Assessment System is based on the core belief that all students should have
access to challenging, grade-level content. Online DLM assessments give students with the most
significant cognitive disabilities opportunities to demonstrate what they know in ways that
traditional paper-and-pencil, multiple-choice assessments cannot. The DLM alternate
assessment is designed to map students’ learning throughout the year, using testlets that are
embedded in day-to-day instruction. In this way, assessment happens as part of instruction,
which both informs teaching and benefits students. A spring assessment is also administered,
and cumulative results for the entire year are reported for state accountability purposes and
programs. This design is referred to as the integrated model and is one of two models for the
DLM Alternate Assessment System.1
A complete technical manual was created for the first year of operational administration, 2014–
2015. This technical manual provides updates for the 2015–2016 administration; therefore, only
sections with updated information are included in this manual. For a complete description of
the DLM assessment system, refer to the 2014–2015 Technical Manual – Integrated Model (DLM
Consortium, 2016).

See Assessments section in this chapter for an overview of both models.

1
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I.1. BACKGROUND
In 2015–2016, DLM assessments were administered to students in 16 states: Alaska,2 Colorado,
Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Mississippi, Missouri, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North
Dakota, Oklahoma, Utah, Vermont, West Virginia, and Wisconsin.
Additional state partners who did not administer operational assessments in ELA and
mathematics in 2015–2016 included North Carolina and Pennsylvania.
In 2015–2016, the Center for Educational Testing and Evaluation at the University of Kansas
continued to partner with the Center for Literacy and Disability Studies at the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the Center for Research Methods and Data Analysis at the
University of Kansas. The project was also supported by a Technical Advisory Committee
(TAC).

I.2. ASSESSMENTS
Assessment blueprints consist of the Essential Elements (EEs) prioritized for assessment by the
DLM Consortium. To achieve blueprint coverage, each student is administered a series of
testlets. Each testlet is delivered through an online platform, the Kansas Interactive Testing
Engine (KITE®). Student results are based on evidence of mastery of the linkage levels for every
assessed EE.
There are two assessment models for the DLM alternate assessment. Each state chooses its
model.


Integrated model. In the first of two general testing windows, instructionally embedded
assessments occur throughout the fall, winter, and early spring. Educators have some
choice of which EEs to assess, within constraints. For each EE, the system recommends a
linkage level for assessment and the educator may accept the recommendation or choose
another linkage level. During the second testing window in the spring, all students are
reassessed on several EEs on which they were taught and assessed earlier in the year.
During the spring window the system assigns the linkage level based on student
performance on previous testlets; the linkage level for each EE may be the same as or
different from what was assessed during the instructionally embedded window. At the
end of the year, scores used for summative purposes are based on mastery estimates for
linkage levels for each EE (including performance on all instructionally embedded and
spring testlets). The pools of operational assessments for the instructionally embedded

2

Alaska administered assessments but stopped all statewide testing mid-window and did not
receive summative results, so Alaska’s results are not included in any of the data presented in later
chapters.
Chapter I – Introduction
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and spring windows are separate. In 2015–2016, the states participating in the integrated
model included Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, North Dakota, Utah, and Vermont.
Year-end model. In a single operational testing window in the spring, all students take
testlets that cover the whole blueprint. Each student is assessed at one linkage level per
EE. The linkage level for each testlet varies based on student performance on the
previous testlet. The assessment results reflect the student’s performance and are used
for accountability purposes each school year. The instructionally embedded assessments
are available during the school year but are optional and do not count toward
summative results. In two states, the high school blueprints are based on end-ofinstruction courses rather than specific grades. In 2015–2016, the states participating in
the year-end model included Alaska, Colorado, Illinois, Mississippi, New Hampshire,
New Jersey, New York, Oklahoma, West Virginia, and Wisconsin, and as well as two
Bureau of Indian Education schools, Miccosukee and Choctaw.

Information in this manual is common to both models wherever possible and is
specific to the integrated model where appropriate. A separate version of the Technical
Manual exists for the year-end model.

I.3. TECHNICAL MANUAL OVERVIEW
This manual provides evidence to support the DLM Consortium’s assertion of technical quality
and the validity of assessment claims.
Chapter I provides an overview of the assessment and administration for the 2015–2016
academic year and a summary of contents of the remaining chapters. While subsequent
chapters describe the essential components of the assessment system separately, several key
topics are addressed throughout this manual, including accessibility, and validity.
Chapter II was not updated for 2015–2016. See the 2014–2015 Technical Manual – Integrated Model
(DLM Consortium, 2016) for a description of the process by which the DLM maps were
developed.
Chapter III outlines procedural evidence related to test content and response process
propositions.3 Chapter III includes summaries of external reviews for content, bias, and

The term proposition is used here to mean a claim within the overall validity argument. The term
claim is reserved in this technical manual for use specific to content claims (see Chapter III of this
manual).
3

Chapter I – Introduction
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accessibility. The final portion of the chapter describes the operational and field-test content
available for 2015–2016.
Chapter IV provides an overview of the fundamental design elements that characterize test
administration and how each element supports the DLM theory of action. The chapter provides
updated evidence for spring routing in the system, as well as teacher survey results collected
during 2015–2016.
Chapter V demonstrates how the DLM project draws upon a well-established research base in
cognition and learning theory and uses operational psychometric methods that are relatively
uncommon in large-scale assessments to provide feedback about student progress and learning
acquisition. This chapter describes the psychometric model that underlies the DLM project and
describes the process used to estimate item and student parameters from student test data.
Chapter VI was not updated for 2015–2016. See the 2014–2015 Technical Manual – Integrated
Model (DLM Consortium, 2016) for a description of the methods, preparations, procedures, and
results of the standard-setting meeting and the follow-up evaluation of the impact data and cut
points based on the 2014–2015 operational assessment administration.
Chapter VII reports the 2015–2016 operational results, including student participation data. The
chapter details the percentage of students at each performance level (impact); subgroup
performance by gender, race, ethnicity, and English language learner status; and the percentage
of students who showed mastery at each linkage level. Finally, the chapter provides
descriptions of all types of score reports, data files, and interpretive guidance.
Chapter VIII focuses on reliability evidence, including a description of the methods used to
evaluate assessment reliability and a summary of results by performance level, content area,
conceptual area, EE, linkage level, and conditional linkage level.
Chapter IX describes additional validation evidence not covered in previous chapters. The
chapter details how the internal structure of the assessment was evaluated through differential
items. In addition, it presents updated teacher survey results specific to the validity argument.
Chapter X describes the training and professional development that was offered across the
DLM Consortium, including the 2015–2016 training for state and local education agency staff,
the required test administrator training, and the professional development available to support
instruction. Participation rates and evaluation results from 2015–2016 instructional professional
development are included.
Chapter XI synthesizes the evidence provided in the previous chapters. It also provides future
directions to support operations and research for DLM assessments.

Chapter I – Introduction
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II. MAP DEVELOPMENT
Learning map models are a unique key feature of the Dynamic Learning Maps® (DLM®)
Alternate Assessment System and drive the development of all other components. For a
description of the process used to develop the map models, including the detailed work
necessary to establish and flesh out the DLM maps in light of the Common Core State Standards
and the needs of the student population, see Chapter II of the 2014–2015 Technical Manual –
Integrated Model (DLM Consortium, 2016).

Chapter II – Map Development
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III. ITEM AND TEST DEVELOPMENT
Chapter III of the 2014–2015 Technical Manual – Integrated Model (DLM Consortium, 2016)
describes general item and test development procedures. This chapter provides an overview of
updates to item and test development for the 2015–2016 academic year. The first portion of the
chapter provides a summary of item and testlet information, followed by the 2015–2016 external
reviews of items and testlets for content, bias, and accessibility. The next portion of the chapter
describes the operational assessments for 2015–2016, followed by a section describing field tests
administered in 2015–2016.
For a complete description of item and test development for Dynamic Learning Maps® (DLM®)
assessments, including information on the use of evidence-centered design and Universal
Design for Learning in the creation of concept maps to guide test development; external review
of content; and information on the pool of items available for the pilot, field tests, and 2014–2015
administration, see the 2014–2015 Technical Manual – Integrated Model (DLM Consortium, 2016).

III.1. ITEMS AND TESTLETS
This section describes information pertaining to items and testlets administered as part of the
DLM assessment system, including a summary of item writer characteristics, English language
arts (ELA) blueprint coverage, ELA reading passage development, information on ELA writing
testlets, and the selection of accessible graphics for testlets. With the exception of the description
of item writer characteristics during the 2015–2016 test development cycle, the remainder of this
section provides expanded information about item- and testlet-development practices in effect
beginning in 2014–2015. This expanded information was included in the 2016–2017 update at
stakeholder request. For a complete summary of item and testlet-development procedures that
began in 2014–2015 and were implemented in 2015–2016, see Chapter III of the 2014–2015
Technical Manual – Integrated Model (DLM Consortium, 2016).

III.1.A. ITEM WRITER CHARACTERISTICS
Development of DLM items and testlets began in the summer of 2013. Additional items and
testlets were developed during 2014. During these years, most item writing occurred during
summer events in which content and special education specialists worked on-site in Lawrence,
Kansas, to develop DLM assessments. For the 2015–2016 year, most item writers came from the
previous item-writing events. The exception was four internal staff members, consisting of three
graduate research assistants and one full-time staff member who received training and wrote
testlets.
An item writer survey was used to collect demographic information about the teachers and
other professionals who were hired to write DLM testlets. In total, 25 item writers contributed
to testlets for the 2015–2016 year, including 15 for mathematics and 10 for ELA. The median and

Chapter III – Item and Test Development
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range of years of teaching experience in four areas is shown in Table 1 for the ELA and
mathematics item writers.
Table 1. Item Writers’ Years of Teaching Experience
Area

ELA

Mathematics

Median

Range

Median

Range

Pre-K–12

7

0–27

15

0–37

ELA

9

0–27

18

1–34

Mathematics

9

9

16

1–35

Special Education

3

1–17

17

0–37

Item writers were also asked to indicate which grade(s) they had experience teaching. There
were five ELA item writers with experience at the elementary level (grades 3–5), six with
experience in middle school (grades 6–8), and four with experience in high school. Similarly,
there were five mathematics item writers with experience at the elementary level (grades 3–5),
five with experience with middle school (grades 6–8), and four with experience in high school.
All 25 item writers held at least a bachelor’s degree. The distribution and types of degrees held
by item writers are shown in Table 2 and Table 3.
Table 2. Level of Degree
Degree

ELA

Mathematics

n

%

n

%

10

100

15

100

Master’s

4

40

9

60

Other

1

10

1

7

Bachelor’s

Chapter III – Item and Test Development
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Table 3. Degree Type for All Item Writers
Degree

ELA

Mathematics

n

n

Education

3

7

Content Specific

4

2

Special Education

1

1

Other

2

4

Education

2

4

Content Specific

1

0

Special Education

0

2

Other

2

3

Bachelor’s Degree

Master’s Degree

Most item writers had experience working with students with disabilities. The highest levels of
experience occurred in the emotional disability, mild cognitive disability, and specific learning
disability categories. The lowest levels of experience were found in the disability categories of
deaf/hard of hearing and traumatic brain injury. All disability categories reported on the survey
are listed in Table 4.

Chapter III – Item and Test Development
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Table 4. Item Writer Experience by Content Area
Disability Category

ELA

Mathematics

n

%

n

%

Blind/Low Vision

0

0

5

33

Deaf/Hard of Hearing

1

10

3

20

Emotional Disability

5

50

8

53

Mild Cognitive Disability

5

50

11

73

Multiple Disabilities

3

30

4

27

Orthopedic Impairment

3

30

4

27

Other Health Impairment

4

40

6

40

Severe Cognitive Disability

2

20

3

20

Specific Learning Disability

6

60

9

60

Speech Impairment

3

30

4

27

Traumatic Brain Injury

1

10

2

13

None of the above

2

20

3

20

Of the item writers, 20% had experience administering an Alternate Assessment of Alternate
Achievement Standards (AA-AAS) prior to their work on the DLM project, 24% reported
working with students eligible for AA-AAS at the time of the survey, and 24% reported holding
a National Board certification.

III.1.B. BLUEPRINT COVERAGE
DLM Essential Elements (EEs) in ELA use the same strands found in the Common Core State
Standards: Reading Literature (RL), Reading Information (RI), Language (L), Writing (W), and
Speaking and Listening (SL). All grades include EEs in the RL, RI, L, and W strands. RL and RI
EEs are assessed in reading testlets. Writing EEs are assessed in writing testlets. Language EEs
are sometimes assessed in reading testlets, when the content of the EE lends itself to assessment
in the context of reading, and sometimes in writing testlets when the EE is better measured as
part of a writing task. SL standards were not included on the ELA test blueprint. State partners
indicated that general assessments delivered within their states at the time the blueprint was
approved did not include SL standards on their test blueprints. Since DLM assessments were
designed to be alternate to the general assessments administered in DLM states, SL standards
were left to be taught and assessed at the local level.
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For a complete description of DLM test blueprints, including a complete description of
mathematics blueprints, see Chapter III section I.1.B Test Blueprints of the 2014–2015 Technical
Manual – Integrated Model (DLM Consortium, 2016).

III.1.C. ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS READING PASSAGE DEVELOPMENT
Passages for DLM assessments include stories and informational texts. When administered to
students via the Kansas Interactive Testing Engine (KITE®), stories and informational texts used
in ELA reading testlets are presented in a page-by-page or screen-by-screen format with one to
three sentences per screen and an accompanying photographic illustration. Students can
navigate through the passage at their own pace by using the NEXT button in the user interface,
and go back as desired within the passage by using the BACK button. Photographs were
selected to illustrate texts but were intended solely to support the texts and provide an
engaging assessment experience, not to be a replacement for the words in the text. During
administration, students first read a story or informational text in its entirety. Then students
read the text a second time. In the second reading, items are presented embedded within the
story or informational text and/or at its conclusion.
DLM stories and informational texts were developed to use clear language and reduce the need
for prior knowledge. To allow students to access the content, texts were written and reviewed
internally to reduce linguistic structural barriers that may have occurred as a result of complex
grammatical structures, syntax, and punctuation. DLM stories and texts are short, between 50
and 250 words. They include high-frequency, easily decodable words such as those found on
the research-supported DLM Core Vocabulary List, which includes words that are commonly
used for expressive communication in social and academic contexts. Simple sentences were
favored and pronoun use was reduced. Consistency in sentence structure within a story or
informational text was favored.
Guidelines were developed to support passage writers in producing accessible texts for use in
DLM assessments. Four criteria were applied to all DLM passages, and an additional four
guidelines were developed and applied only to informational texts. These guidelines are listed
in Table 5. Passage writers received training on the use of the guidelines. The guidelines were
subsequently used by external reviewers when evaluating reading passages. For a complete
summary of external review of ELA passages, see Results from External Review During the 2014–
2015 Academic Year (Clark, Swinburne Romine, Bell, & Karvonen, 2016).
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Table 5. DLM Text Development Content Guidelines

Informational Texts

All DLM Texts

Criterion

Guidelines

1. Accessible Text
Language

The text uses clear language and minimizes the need for
inferences and prior knowledge to comprehend the
content. The text does not introduce unnecessary,
confusing, or distracting verbiage.

2. Accessible Text Content

The text’s content provides an appropriate level of
challenge. It is reduced in depth, breadth, and
complexity from grade level. The text is written to
conform to the specifications for where it will be used in
assessments.

3. Instructional Relevance

The text is instructionally relevant to students for whom
it was written. It is grade-level appropriate and
engaging.

4. Fair Construct

The text represents the topic accurately without
requiring prior knowledge.

5. Diversity

Where applicable, there is a fair representation of
diversity in race, ethnicity, gender, disability, and family
composition.

6. People Positive

The text uses appropriate labels for groups of people.
People first language is used for individuals with
disabilities. Populations are not depicted in a
stereotypical manner.

7. Fair Language

The language in the text neither prevents nor advantages
any regional or cultural group from demonstrating what
they know about the targeted content.

III.1.D. ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS WRITING TESTLETS
In 2014–2015 and 2015–2016, every grade level had an Emergent and Conventional writing
testlet available, each of which measures several EEs. Writing testlets include EEs in the Writing
strand, and in some grades, EEs in the Language strand. Emergent writing testlets measure the
Initial Precursor and Distal Precursor linkage levels, while conventional writing testlets
measure the Proximal Precursor, Target, and Successor linkage levels. Because writing testlets
measure multiple EEs and linkage levels, the structure of writing testlets differs from that of
other testlets.
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All writing testlets are teacher administered. The testlet engagement activity is followed by
items that require the test administrator to evaluate the student’s writing process. Some writing
testlets also evaluate the student’s writing product. Item types are either multiple-choice single
select [single-select multiple choice] or multiple-choice multi select [multi-select multiple
choice]. Both item types ask test administrators to select a response from a checklist of possible
responses that best describes what the student did or produced as part of the writing testlet.
Items that assess student-writing processes are ratings of the test administrator’s observations
of the student as he or she completes items in the testlet. Figure 1 shows an example of a process
item from an emergent writing testlet focused on letter identification in support of writing the
student’s first name. The construct assessed in this item is the student’s ability to identify the
first letter of his or her own name. In the example, either “Writes the first letter of his or her first
name” or “Indicates the first letter of his or her first name” is scored as a correct response
(Figure 1). The inclusion of multiple correct response options was designed to ensure that this
testlet was accessible to emergent writers who were beginning to write letters and emergent
writers who had not yet developed writing-production skills but were still able to identify the
first letter of their first names. As such, each response option is associated with a different EE
and linkage level.

Figure 1. Example of ELA Emergent writing item focused on process.
Items that assess writing products are the test administrator’s ratings of the product created by
the student as a result of the writing processes completed in the administration of the testlet.
Figure 2 provides an example of an item that evaluates a student’s writing product. For some
product items, administrators choose all the responses in the checklist that apply to the
student’s writing product. A complete description of writing testlets can be found in Chapter III
of the 2014–2015 Technical Manual – Integrated Model (DLM Consortium, 2016).
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Figure 2. Example of ELA Conventional writing item focused on product.
Because writing items measure multiple EEs and linkage levels, writing items are scored at the
option- rather than item-level. This means that rather than having a single correct answer and
several distractors for the item, each answer option is treated as a separate true or false item that
is scored individually as evidence for the specific EE and linkage level it measures. For writing
items that are multiple-choice single select [single-select multiple choice], the answer options
often subsume other answer options. This means that selection of one response may inherently
mean other answer options are also scored as correct. In the example provided in Figure 1, a
selection of the first answer option, writes the first letter of his or her name, would result in the
other answer options, such as “indicates the first letter of his or her first name,” also being
scored as correct.
The scoring process for DLM writing testlets follows. Data are extracted from the database that
houses all DLM data. For writing items, the response-option identifiers are treated as item
identifiers so that each response option can be scored as correct or incorrect for the EE and
linkage level it measures. Additionally, response-option dependencies are built in, based on
scoring directions provided by the ELA test development team, to score as correct response
options that are subsumed under other correct response options. Once the data structure has
been transformed, and response-option dependencies are accounted for, the writing data are
combined with all other data to be included in the calibration process. For more information on
calibration, see Chapter V of this manual.

III.1.E. SELECTION OF ACCESSIBLE GRAPHICS FOR TESTLETS
Graphics for mathematics and ELA reading testlets and photographs used to illustrate ELA
reading testlets were selected using guidelines developed with input from state partners to
ensure that they were accessible for students. Graphics in mathematics testlets used colored line
drawings. Images for mathematics are designed to employ high contrast and provide clear,
simple graphic representations of content only in cases where it was required to assess the
construct and for engagement activities. Graphic designers and item writers received training to
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avoid the creation of items that relied on students’ perception of color. Image quality and
accessibility were reviewed as a part of the external review process for items and testlets.
ELA reading assessments use photographs as illustrations to support the presentation of a book
format in reading text. Because independent interaction with text and linguistic comprehension
depends on students representing the meaning of words and the concepts that they represent,
the illustrations are of less importance than the words in a text. Photographs used in DLM
assessments are intended to support the text, not to link so closely to the text that a person
could infer the story based only on the images. Photographic images in ELA reading testlets
were selected from free, publicly available, Creative Commons–licensed images available on an
Internet photo-sharing site. After initial internal guidelines were used for pilot testing in 2013,
revised versions were developed for the use of images in ELA reading testlets with input from
partner states in 2014 and applied to all ELA reading testlets. The guidelines addressed both
accessibility considerations including image clarity, contrast, and consistency within texts as
well as the exclusion of biased or sensitive material. These criteria were used by text writers and
staff to select images for use in ELA reading testlets. The guidelines for images were
incorporated into external review processes to ensure accessibility and the avoidance of biased
or sensitive content. A complete list of the guidelines is included in Appendix A.

III.2. EXTERNAL REVIEWS
The purpose of external review is to evaluate items and testlets developed for the DLM
Alternate Assessment System. Using specific criteria established for DLM assessments,
reviewers decided whether to recommend that the content be accepted, revised, or rejected.
Feedback from external reviewers was used to make final decisions about assessment items
before they were field-tested.
Overall, the process and review criteria for external review in 2015–2016 remained the same as
those used in 2014–2015. Minor changes were made, including using fewer reviewers who
completed more assignments, and increasing the amount paid to reviewers per review.

III.2.A. REVIEW RECRUITMENT, ASSIGNMENTS, AND TRAINING
In 2015–2016, a volunteer survey was used to recruit external review panelists. Volunteers for
the external review process completed the Qualtrics survey to capture demographic
information as well as information about their education and experience. These data were then
used to identify panel types (content, bias and sensitivity, and accessibility) for which the
volunteer would be eligible. A total of 39 people from integrated-model states completed the
required training, and 35 of those were placed on external review panels.
Of the 35 reviewers placed on panels, 31 completed reviews. Each reviewer was assigned to one
of the three panel types. There were 20 ELA reviewers: seven on accessibility panels, seven on
content panels, and six on bias and sensitivity panels. There were 11 mathematics reviewers:
three on accessibility panels, four on content panels, and four on bias and sensitivity panels. In
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addition, three power reviewers and two hourly reviewers reviewed all three panel types as
needed for each content area.
Integrated-model panelists reviewed only testlets measuring a single EE, comprising three to
five tasks.
The professional roles reported by the 2015–2016 reviewers are shown in Table 6. Reviewers
who reported Other roles included state education agency (SEA) staff, school psychologists,
specialized teachers, and individuals identifying with multiple categories.
Table 6. Professional Roles of External Reviewers
Role

ELA

Mathematics

n

%

n

%

10

50.0

8

72.7

District Staff

2

10.0

0

0.0

Instructional Coach

0

0.0

1

9.1

Other

8

40.0

2

18.2

Classroom Teacher

Reviewers had varying experience teaching students with the most significant cognitive
disabilities. ELA reviewers had a median of 10 years of experience, with a minimum of 0 and a
maximum of 21 years of experience. Mathematics reviewers had a median of 11 years of
experience teaching students with the most significant cognitive disabilities, with a minimum of
0 and a maximum of 20 years of experience.
All ELA and mathematics reviewers were female and non-Hispanic/Latino. All ELA reviewers
were Caucasian; although most mathematics reviewers (eight) were Caucasian, one reported
African-American descent, and two reported Asian descent. Population density of schools in
which reviewers taught or held a position is reported in Table 7. Within the survey, rural was
defined as a population living outside settlements of 1,000 or fewer inhabitants, suburban was
defined as an outlying residential area of a city of 2,000–49,000 or more inhabitants, and urban
was defined as a city of 50,000 inhabitants or more.
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Table 7. Population Density for Schools of External Reviewers
Population Density

ELA

Mathematics

n

%

n

%

Rural

7

35.0

3

27.3

Suburban

8

40.0

5

45.5

Urban

5

25.0

3

27.3

Review assignments were given throughout the year. Reviewers were notified by email each
time they were assigned collections of testlets. Each review assignment required 1.5 to 2 hours
to complete. In most cases, reviewers had between 10 days and 2 weeks to complete an
assignment.

III.2.B. Results of Reviews
Most of the content externally reviewed during the 2015–2016 academic year was included in
the spring testing window. On a limited basis, reviewers examined content for the upcoming
2016–2017 school year. For ELA, the percentage of items or testlets rated as accept across grades,
pools, and rounds of review ranged from 85% to 92%. The rate at which content was
recommended for rejection ranged from 1% to 3% across grades, pools, and rounds of review.
For mathematics, the percentage of items or testlets rated as accept ranged from 87% to 94%. The
rate at which content was recommended for rejection ranged from <1% to 1%. A summary of
the content team decisions and outcomes is provided here. A more detailed report and
outcomes from external reviews is included in the external review technical report for 2015–
2016 (Clark, Beitling, Bell, & Karvonen, 2016).

III.2.B.i. Content Team Decisions
Because multiple reviewers examined each item and testlet, external review ratings were
compiled across panel types, following the same process as 2014–2015. DLM content teams
reviewed and summarized the recommendations provided by the external reviewers for each
item and testlet. Based on that combined information, staff had five decision options: (a) no
pattern of similar concerns, accept as is; (b) pattern of minor concerns, will be addressed; (c)
major revision needed; (d) reject; and (e) more information needed.
DLM content teams documented the decision category applied by external reviewers to each
item and testlet. Following this process, content teams made a final decision to accept, revise, or
reject each of the items and testlets. The ELA content team retained 97% of items and testlets
sent out for external review. Of the items and testlets that were revised, most required only
minor changes (e.g., minor rewording but concept remained unchanged), as opposed to major
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changes (e.g., stem or option replaced). The ELA team made 329 minor revisions to items and
225 minor revisions to testlets. The mathematics content team retained 69% of items and testlets
sent out for external review. As with ELA, most revisions made to items and testlets were
minor. The mathematics team made 310 minor revisions to items and 171 minor revisions to
testlets. Additional detail on review outcomes is included in the 2015–2016 external review
technical report (Clark et al., 2016).

III.3. OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT ITEMS FOR 2015–2016
Operational assessments were administered during instructionally embedded and spring
windows. A total of 431,085 operational test sessions were administered during both testing
windows. One test session is one testlet taken by one student. Only test sessions that were
complete or in progress at the close of the testing window counted toward the total test
sessions.
Testlets were made available for operational testing in 2015–2016 based on the 2014–2015
operational pool and the promotion of testlets field-tested during 2014–2015 to the operational
pool following their review. Table 8 and Table 9 summarize the total number of operational
testlets by content area for 2015–2016. There were a total of 2,821 operational testlets available
across grades, and content areas. This also included 459 (172 mathematics, 287 ELA) EE/linkage
level combinations for which more than one testlet was available during an operational window
because both braille and general versions were available.
Table 8. 2015–2016 ELA Operational Testlets
Grade

n

3

205

4

204

5

252

6

232

7

195

8

211

9–10

180

11–12

180

Grand Total

1,659
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Table 9. 2015–2016 Mathematics Operational Testlets (N = 1,162)
Grade

n

3

116

4

173

5

161

6

117

7

149

8

151

9–12

295

Grand Total

1,162

Similar to the 2014–2015 process, p values were calculated for all operational items to
summarize information about item difficulty.
Figure 3 and Figure 4 include the p values for each operational item for ELA and mathematics.
To prevent items with small sample size from potentially skewing the results, the student
sample-size cutoff for inclusion in the p-values plots was 20. In general, ELA items were easier
than mathematics items, as evidenced by more items falling in the higher bin (p value) ranges.
Writing items were omitted from this plot because scoring occurred at the option level rather
than the item level.
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Figure 3. P-values for ELA 2015-2016 operational items.
Note: Writing items and items with a sample size less than 20 were omitted.
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Figure 4. P-values for mathematics 2015-2016 operational items.
Note: Items with a sample size less than 20 were omitted.
Standardized difference values were also calculated for all operational items with a student
sample size of at least 20 to compare the p value for the item to all other items measuring the
same EE and linkage-level combination. The standardized difference values provide one source
of evidence of internal consistency.
Figure 5 and Figure 6 summarize the standardized difference values for operational items. Most
items fell within two standard deviations from the mean for the EE and linkage level. As
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additional data are collected and decisions are made regarding item-pool replenishment, item
standardized difference values will be considered along with item misfit analyses to determine
which items and testlets are recommended for retirement.

Figure 5. Standardized difference z scores for ELA 2015-2016 operational items.
Note: Writing items and items with a sample size less than 20 were omitted.
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Figure 6. Standardized difference z scores for mathematics 2015-2016 operational items.
Note: Items with a sample size less than 20 were omitted.

III.4. FIELD TESTING
During the 2015–2016 academic year, DLM field tests were administered to evaluate item
quality for EEs assessed at each grade level for ELA and mathematics. Field testing is conducted
to deepen operational pools so that multiple testlets are available in both instructionally
embedded and spring windows, including making content available at EEs and linkage levels
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that teachers administer to students the most. By deepening the operational pool, testlets can
also be evaluated for retirement in instances where other testlets perform better. Additionally,
as testlet exposure rates are examined in subsequent years, deeper pools will allow retirement
of testlets that have exceeded exposure specifications. A complete summary of prior field-test
events can be found in Summary of Results from the 2014 and 2015 Field Test Administrations of the
Dynamic Learning Maps™ Alternate Assessment System (Clark, Karvonen, & Wells Moreaux, 2016)
and in Chapter III of the 2014–2015 Technical Manual – Integrated Model (DLM Consortium,
2016).

III.4.A. DESCRIPTION OF FIELD TESTS
Field-test testlets were administered during both instructionally embedded and spring
windows. During instructionally embedded testing, teachers created instructional plans for EEs
and linkage levels of their choosing. Similar to 2014–2015, a field-test testlet was administered to
the student if one was available for the EE and linkage level; however, teachers were not alerted
that the testlet was a field-test testlet. Because teachers were not alerted as to which testlets were
field-test content, and because students needed to cover all blueprint requirements during
instructionally embedded testing, all testlets field-tested during instructionally embedded
testing counted toward blueprint coverage and the student’s summative assessment results.
In addition to field testing during the instructionally embedded window, collection of field-test
data during the spring window was first implemented in the 2015–2016 academic year. During
the spring administration, all students received a field-test testlet for each content area upon
completion of all operational testlets.
The spring field-test administration was designed to collect data for each participating student
at more than one linkage level for an EE to support future modeling development (see Chapter
V of this manual for more information). As such, the field-test testlet was assigned at one
linkage level below the last linkage level at which the student was assessed. Because the process
assigns the testlet one linkage level lower than the last testlet, no Successor-level testlets were
field-tested during the 2015–2016 spring window.
Testlets were made available for instructionally embedded and spring field testing in 2015–2016
based on the availability of field-test content for each EE/linkage level. Table 10 and Table 11
summarize the total number of field-test testlets by content area and grade level for 2015–2016.
A total of 1,403 field-test testlets were available across grades and content areas. This number
included 12 ELA testlets and three mathematics EE-linkage level combinations for which both a
general version and a version for students who are blind or visually impaired were available
during an operational window.
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Table 10. 2015–2016 ELA Field-Test Testlets by Testing Window
Grade

Instructionally
Embedded

Spring

3

73

33

4

86

42

5

107

49

6

102

42

7

82

30

8

96

39

9–10

67

25

11–12

68

21

681

281

Grand Total

Table 11. 2015–2016 Mathematics Field-Test Testlets by Testing Window
Grade

Instructionally
Embedded

Spring

3

21

24

4

41

29

5

33

29

6

22

18

7

26

26

8

32

18

9–12

86

36

261

180

Grand Total

Participation in spring field testing was not required in any state, but teachers were encouraged
to administer all available testlets to their students. Participation rates for ELA and mathematics
in 2015–2016 are shown in Table 12. High participation rates allowed for more testlets to meet
sample-size requirements (responses from at least 20 students) and thus undergo statistical and
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content review prior to moving to the operational pool. Testlets that did not meet sample-size
requirements were scheduled for additional field testing.
Table 12. 2015–2016 Participation Rates in Field Testing by Window
Content
Area
ELA
Mathematics

Instructionally
Embedded
%
n
13,753
82.2
8,717
53.5

Spring
n
15,701
14,433

Combined
%
86.7
81.3

n
17,741
15,993

%
94.6
87.2

Of the 261 mathematics testlets available during instructionally embedded testing, 89 (34%) did
not meet the sample-size threshold and required additional field testing prior to data analysis.
Of the 681 ELA testlets available during instructionally embedded testing, 143 (21%) did not
meet the sample-size threshold and required additional field testing prior to data analysis. Of
these, 44 ELA testlets were field-tested again during the spring window, and 10 mathematics
testlets were field-tested again during the spring window. The remaining testlets were
scheduled for additional field testing during the 2016–2017 year.

III.4.A.i. Field-Test Results
Data collected during each field test are compiled and statistical flags are implemented ahead of
content team review. Flagging criteria serve as a source of evidence for content teams in
evaluating item quality; however final judgments are content based, taking into account the
testlet as a whole and the underlying nodes in the DLM maps that the items were written to
assess.

III.4.A.ii. Item Flagging
Criteria used for item flagging during previous field-test events were retained for 2015–2016.
Items were flagged for review by content teams if they met any of the following statistical
criteria:




The item was too challenging, as indicated by a percentage correct (p value) of less than
35%. This value was selected as the threshold for flagging because most DLM items offer
three response options, so a value of less than 35% may indicate chance selection of the
option.
The item was significantly easier or harder than other items assessing the same EE and
linkage level, as indicated by a weighted standardized difference greater than two
standard deviations from the mean p value for that EE and linkage level combination.
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Items that had a sample size of at least 20 cases were reviewed. Items with a sample size of less
than 20 were slated for retest in a subsequent field-test window to collect additional data prior
to making item-quality decisions.
Figure 7 and Figure 8 summarize the p values for items field-tested during the 2015–2016
instructionally embedded and spring windows. Most items fell above the 35% threshold for
flagging. Items below the threshold were reviewed by test development teams for each content
area.

Figure 7. P-values for 2015-2016 ELA items field tested during instructionally embedded and
spring windows.
Note: Items with a sample size less than 20 were omitted.
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Figure 8. P-values for 2015-2016 mathematics items field tested during instructionally embedded
and spring windows.
Note: Items with a sample size less than 20 were omitted.
Figure 9 and Figure 10 summarize the standardized difference values for items field-tested
during the 2015–2016 instructionally embedded and spring windows. Most items fell within
two standard deviations from the mean for the EE and linkage level. Items beyond the
threshold were reviewed by test development teams for each content area.
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Figure 9. Standardized difference z scores for 2015-2016 ELA items field tested during
instructionally embedded or spring windows.
Note: Items with a sample size less than 20 were omitted.
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Figure 10. Standardized difference z scores for 2015-2016 mathematics items field tested during
instructionally embedded or spring windows.
Note: Items with a sample size of less than 20 were omitted.

III.4.A.iii. Item Data Review Decisions
Using the same procedures from prior field-test windows, test development teams for each
content area made four types of item-level decisions as they reviewed field-test items flagged
for either a p value or standardized difference value beyond the threshold:
1. No changes made to item. Test development team decided item can go forward to
operational assessment.
2. Test development team identified concerns that required modifications. Modifications
were clearly identifiable and were likely to improve item performance.
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3. Test development team identified concerns that required modifications. The content was
worth preserving rather than rejecting. Item review may not have clearly pointed to specific
edits that were likely to improve the item.
4. Reject item. Test development team determined the item was not worth revising.
For an item to be accepted as is, the test development team had to have determined that the
item was consistent with DLM item-writing guidelines and the item was aligned to the node.
An item or testlet was rejected completely if it was inconsistent with DLM item-writing
guidelines, the EE and linkage level were covered by other testlets that had better performing
items, or there was not a clear content-based revision to improve the item. In some instances, a
decision to reject an item also resulted in the rejection of the testlet.
Common reasons an item was flagged for modification included items that were incorrectly
keyed (i.e., no correct response or incorrect response option was labeled as the correct option),
items that were misaligned to the node, distractors that could be argued as partially correct, or
unnecessary complexity in the language of the stem.
After reviewing flagged items, the reviewers looked at all items rated as three or four within the
testlet to help determine whether the testlet would be retained or rejected. Here, the test
development team could elect to keep the testlet (with or without revision) or reject it. If a
revision was needed, it was assumed the testlet needed retesting. The entire testlet was rejected
if the test-development team determined the flagged items could not be adequately revised..

III.4.A.iv. Results of Item Analysis and Content Team Review
A total of 457 ELA items and 450 mathematics items were flagged due to their p values and/or
standardized difference values. Test-development teams reviewed all flagged items and their
context within the testlet to identify possible reasons for the flag and to determine whether an
edit was likely to resolve the issue.
Table 13 and Table 14 provide the content team accept, revise, and reject counts by content area
for all field-test flagged items for ELA and mathematics respectively. In ELA, 21 items and their
associated testlets were rejected, compared to 25 in mathematics. Items were rejected in
instances where test development team review indicated the item had more than one correct
response option, the text used for ELA testlets was outdated, or the images, materials, or item
format for mathematics testlets was outdated.
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Table 13. ELA Content Team Response to Item Flags for Each Grade
Grade

Flagged
Item Count

Accept

Revise

Reject

n

%

n

%

n

%

3

52

42

80.8

5

9.6

5

9.6

4

39

38

97.4

1

2.6

0

0.0

5

69

61

88.4

5

7.2

3

4.3

6

65

63

96.9

2

3.1

0

0.0

7

72

68

94.4

1

1.4

3

4.2

8

59

54

91.5

5

8.5

0

0.0

9–10

40

35

87.5

1

2.5

4

10.0

11–12

61

54

88.5

1

1.6

6

9.8

Table 14. Mathematics Content Team Response to Flagged Items by Grade
Grade

Flagged
Item Count

Accept

Revise

Reject

n

%

n

%

n

%

3

33

31

93.9

2

6.1

0

0.0

4

56

50

89.3

1

1.8

5

8.9

5

58

56

96.6

0

0.0

2

3.4

6

51

44

86.3

3

5.9

4

7.8

7

76

70

92.1

1

1.3

5

6.6

8

55

53

96.4

0

0.0

2

3.6

121

110

90.9

4

3.3

7

5.8

9–11

Because testlets field-tested during the instructionally embedded window count toward
summative assessment results, decisions to recommend testlets for retirement occurs on an
annual basis following the completion of the operational testing year. In instances where
multiple testlets are available for an EE and linkage-level combination, test development teams
may recommend that testlets that perform poorly compared to others measuring the same EE
and linkage level be retired. The retirement process will begin following the 2016–2017
academic year.
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IV. TEST ADMINISTRATION
Chapter IV of the 2014–2015 Technical Manual – Integrated Model (DLM Consortium, 2016)
describes general test administration and monitoring procedures. This chapter describes
procedures and data collected in 2015–2016, including a summary of adaptive routing,
administration errors, Personal Needs and Preferences (PNP) profile selections, and teacher
survey responses regarding user experience and accessibility.
Overall, administration features remained consistent with the prior year’s implementation,
including the use of instructionally embedded and spring administration of testlets, the use of
adaptive delivery during the spring window, and the availability of accessibility supports. No
changes were made to the assessment blueprints or testlet construction during the 2015–2016
administration year.
For a complete description of test administration for Dynamic Learning Maps® (DLM®)
assessments, including information on administration time, available resources and materials,
and information on monitoring assessment administration, see the 2014–2015 Technical Manual –
Integrated Model (DLM Consortium, 2016).

IV.1. OVERVIEW OF KEY ADMINISTRATION FEATURES
This section describes updates to the key, overarching features of DLM test administration for
2015–2016. For a complete description of key administration features, including information on
assessment delivery, the Kansas Interactive Testing Engine (KITE®), and linkage-level selection,
see Chapter IV of the 2014–2015 Technical Manual – Integrated Model (DLM Consortium, 2016)
and the Test Administration Manual 2015–2016 (DLM Consortium, 2015).

IV.1.A. TEST WINDOWS
The instructionally embedded assessment occurred between November 9 and December 18,
2015, and between January 1 and February 29, 2016. The instructionally embedded assessment
interface was also temporarily closed February 5 through February 8, 2016, for a technology
release. During the consortium-wide spring testing window, which occurred between March 16
and June 10, 2016, all students were reassessed on a subset of Essential Elements (EEs) they had
been taught and assessed on earlier in the year. Each state set its own testing window within the
larger consortium spring window.

IV.1.B. SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCE CODES
In 2015–2016, state partners were given the option to allow entry of special circumstance codes
in Educator Portal, the administrative application for staff and educators to manage student
data, complete required test-administration training, assign instructionally embedded
assessments, retrieve resources needed for each assigned testlet, and retrieve reports. For states
implementing the use of special circumstance codes, state partners defined the list of allowable
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codes, including correspondence of the Common Education Data Standards codes to statespecific codes and definitions.
Special circumstance codes were made available for entry in the event that a student could not
participate in a testlet that generates a performance level used for federal and state
accountability. Special circumstance codes could be entered in Educator Portal to provide
explanation for the reason the student was not tested.
The special circumstance fields were located in Educator Portal on the same screen where the
Testlet Information Page (TIP) was accessed, and included descriptive words such as medical
waiver or parental refusal. Only educators with the role of district test coordinator, building test
coordinator, or state assessment administrator had the permissions to choose the code. DLM
staff recommended that the special circumstance code not be entered until late in the state’s
spring testing window to allow adequate time for testing to occur but before the window
closed. Codes needed to be entered once per content area associated with the first testlet
delivered or on an as needed basis when test administration could no longer occur due to a
special circumstance. Data files delivered to state partners summarizing special circumstance
codes are described in Chapter VII.

IV.2. IMPLEMENTATION EVIDENCE
This section describes evidence collected for 2015–2016 during the operational implementation
of the DLM Alternate Assessment System. The categories of evidence include data relating to
the adaptive delivery of testlets in the spring window, administration errors, user experience,
and accessibility.

IV.2.A. ADAPTIVE DELIVERY
During the spring 2016 test administration, the English language arts (ELA) and mathematics
assessments were adaptive between testlets, following the same routing rules applied in 2014–
2015. That is, the linkage level associated with the next testlet a student received was based on
the student’s performance on the most recently administered testlet, with the specific goal of
maximizing the match of student knowledge, skill, and ability to the appropriate linkage-level
content. Specifically






The system adapted up one linkage level if the student responded correctly to at least
80% of the items measuring the previously tested EE. If the previous testlet was at the
highest linkage level (i.e., Successor), the student remained at that level.
The system adapted down one linkage level if the student responded correctly to less
than 35% of the items measuring the previously tested EE. If the previous testlet was at
the lowest linkage level (i.e., Initial Precursor), the student remained at that level.
Testlets remained at the same linkage level if the student responded correctly to between
35% and 80% of the items on the previously tested EE.
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The linkage level of the first testlet assigned to a student was based on prior assessment
evidence collected during the instructionally embedded window or First Contact survey
responses. The correspondence between the First Contact complexity bands and first assigned
linkage levels are shown in Table 15.
Table 15. Correspondence of Complexity Bands and Linkage Level
First Contact
Complexity Band

Linkage Level

Foundational

Initial Precursor

1

Distal Precursor

2

Proximal Precursor

3

Target

For a complete description of adaptive delivery procedures, see Chapter IV of the 2014–15
Technical Manual – Integrated Model (DLM Consortium, 2016).
Following the spring 2016 administration, analyses were conducted to determine the mean
percentage of testlets that adapted up a linkage level, stayed at the same linkage level, or
adapted down a linkage level from the first to second testlet administered for students within a
grade, content area, and complexity band. The aggregated results can be seen in Table 16 and
Table 17.
Overall, results were similar to those found in 2014–2015. For the majority of students across all
grades who were assigned to the Foundational complexity band by the First Contact survey,
testlets did not adapt to a higher linkage level after the first assigned testlet. Consistent patterns
were not as apparent for students who were assigned Complexity Band 1 and Complexity Band
2. Generally, there was a more even split between students assigned at Band 1 whose testlets
did not adapt a linkage level and those students whose testlets did adapt up or down a linkage
level between the first and second testlets. For students in Band 2, the distributions across the
three categories were more variable across grade and content area. That is, for some
combinations of grade and content area, the percentage of students whose testlets did not adapt
was greater than the percentage of students whose testlets did adapt up or down a level. In
other combinations, the opposite pattern appeared. Further investigation is needed to evaluate
reasons for these different patterns. Finally, for the majority of students assigned to Complexity
Band 3, the linkage level of the assessment between the first and second testlet either did not
adapt or adapted up a level.
The 2015–2016 results build on earlier findings from the pilot study and 2014–2015 operational
assessment administration (see Chapter III and Chapter IV of the 2014–2015 Technical Manual –
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Integrated Model, respectively), and suggest that the First Contact survey complexity-band
assignment was an effective tool for assigning students content at appropriate linkage levels.
Results also indicated that linkage levels of students assigned to Complexity Band 2 are more
variable with respect to the direction in which students move between the first and second
testlets. Several factors may help explain these results, including more variability in student
characteristics within this group and content-based differences across grade and content areas.
Further exploration is needed in this area.
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Table 16. Adaptation of Linkage Levels Between First and Second English Language Arts Testlets (n = 18,116)
Grade

3

Foundational
Band 1
Band 2
Band 3
Adapted Did
Adapted Did
Adapted Adapted Did
Adapted Adapted Did
Adapted
Up
Not
Up
Not
Down
Up
Not
Down
Up
Not
Down
(%)
Adapt
(%)
Adapt
(%)
(%)
Adapt
(%)
(%)
Adapt
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
23.5
76.5
52.1
34.4
13.5
64.6
22.8
12.6
37.9
51.7
10.3

4

26.2

73.8

48.8

33.5

17.7

67.4

25.0

7.6

40.5

54.1

5.4

5

33.3

66.7

48.6

30.4

21.0

68.3

22.8

8.9

36.6

54.0

9.3

6

27.9

72.1

49.9

36.1

13.9

66.5

23.9

9.7

67.7

28.6

3.7

7

25.3

74.7

33.8

34.3

31.9

49.9

33.2

16.9

58.6

37.0

4.4

8

24.6

75.4

33.8

46.8

19.4

34.0

42.6

23.3

19.9

80.1

0.0

9–10

19.9

80.1

29.6

50.5

19.9

49.4

34.2

16.4

45.9

43.9

10.2

11–12

13.4

86.6

31.9

51.1

17.1

47.0

32.6

20.4

37.8

47.3

14.9

Note. Foundational is the lowest complexity band, so testlets could not adapt down a linkage level.
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Table 17. Adaptation of Linkage Levels Between the First and Second Mathematics Testlet (n = 17,743)
Grade

3

Foundational
Band 1
Band 2
Band 3
Adapted Did
Adapted Did
Adapted Adapted Did
Adapted Adapted Did
Adapted
Up
Not
Up
Not
Down
Up
Not
Down
Up
Not
Down
(%)
Adapt
(%)
Adapt
(%)
(%)
Adapt
(%)
(%)
Adapt
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
12.7
87.3
25.7
54.1
20.2
39.3
46.7
14.1
40.0
50.0
10.0

4

14.2

85.8

32.3

52.9

14.8

45.4

40.7

14.0

31.2

61.3

7.5

5

16.8

83.2

22.2

57.3

20.5

36.8

42.8

20.4

26.6

59.2

14.2

6

16.8

83.2

29.1

53.0

17.9

41.3

35.9

22.8

41.0

44.0

15.0

7

12.1

87.9

28.1

52.5

19.3

38.1

39.4

22.5

34.9

41.9

23.2

8

13.4

86.6

27.6

54.4

18.0

33.6

42.4

24.0

24.9

46.0

29.1

9

12.3

87.7

21.7

57.7

20.6

40.2

38.8

21.0

30.2

40.6

29.2

10

16.8

83.2

20.0

52.0

28.0

24.5

37.6

37.9

21.9

48.5

29.6

11

13.7

86.3

24.0

55.9

20.0

36.7

43.2

20.0

36.9

40.0

23.1

Note. Foundational is the lowest complexity band, so testlets could not adapt down a linkage level.
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IV.2.B. ADMINISTRATION ERRORS
Monitoring of testlet assignment during the 2015–2016 operational assessment windows
uncovered several incidents that affected test assignment to students. These incidents included
routing errors, in which students may have received a testlet for the incorrect linkage level, and
scoring errors, which, because routing thresholds are based on the percentage correct in a
testlet, may have indirectly affected routing to subsequent testlets. Scoring errors were corrected
prior to calculation of summative results.
Table 18 provides a summary of the number of students affected by each of the incidents, as
delivered to states in the Incident File (See Chapter VII of this manual for more information).
The most frequent error was the administration of testlets intended for blind or visually
impaired students to students who did not need them. For Incident codes 1 and 2 (i.e.,
misrouting due to local caching server use and missing responses not scored as incorrect,
respectively), states were provided with lists of affected students and were given an option to
revert each student’s test back to the end of the last correctly completed testlet (i.e., the point at
which routing failed) and complete the remaining testlets as intended. Remaining issues (e.g.,
incorrectly scored item) were corrected in the system upon discovery of the incident. Overall,
the administration incidents affected between 0.01% and 6.42% of students.
Table 18. Number of Students Affected by Each 2016 Incident – Integrated Model (n = = 19,677)
Incident Code

Incident Description

1

Potential misrouting due to use of the
local caching server.

2

%

n
15

0.08

Potential misrouting due to missing
responses not scoring as incorrect.

273

1.39

3

Potential misrouting due to an item with
an incorrect key.

272

1.38

6

Potential misrouting due to incorrectly
scored multiple-choice multiple-select
item.

288

1.46

7

BVI test form administered to non-BVI
student.

1,264

6.42

8

Non-BVI test form administered to a BVI
student.

23

0.12

9

Potential misrouting due to
simultaneous testing on multiple
devices.

1

0.01
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Note. BVI = Blind and visually impaired.
Additional details about the seven incidents are described in Table 19.
Table 19. Incident Summary for 2015–2016 Operational Testing, Integrated Model
#

Issue

Type

Summary

1

Potential
misrouting due
to use of the
local caching
server

Technology:
Use of a local caching server prevented item
Administration responses from being transmitted in real time.
Thus, when a student testing on the local caching
server would submit responses, a percentage
correct could not be calculated. In the system, the
percentage correct would default to 0, causing
the student to always adapt down, regardless of
performance on the testlet.

2

Potential
misrouting due
to missing
responses not
scoring as
incorrect

Technology:
Scoring

Items left blank on the assessment were scored as
incorrect. However, when calculating percentage
correct for adaptation, missing responses were
omitted, rather than scored as 0. Thus, the
calculated percentage correct did not always
have the correct denominator, leading to
incorrect adaptations.

3

Potential
misrouting due
to an item with
an incorrect key

Assessment:
Content

Three items were entered in the system with an
incorrect key, causing students who provided a
correct response to be scored as incorrect and
vice versa. To solve this problem, DLM
psychometric staff developed and QC’d a
manual scoring script to ensure scoring was
accurate for score reporting for all students
responding to these items prior to the fix.
However, the system score was used to
determine routing to a subsequent testlet during
the operational window.

6

Potential
misrouting due
to incorrectly
scored multiplechoice multipleselect item

Technology:
Scoring

The system marked some correct responses to
multi-select multiple-choice items as incorrect.
To solve this problem, DLM psychometric staff
developed and QC’d a manual scoring script to
ensure scoring was accurate for score reporting.
However, the system score was used to
determine routing to subsequent testlets during
the operational window.
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#

Issue

Type

Summary

7

BVI test form
administered to
non-BVI student

Technology:
Enrollment

Testlets with accessibility supports intended for
blind or visually impaired students were
assigned to students that did not require those
supports.

8

Non-BVI test
form
administered to
a BVI student

Technology:
Enrollment

Students requiring supports for blindness or
visual impairment were assigned testlets that did
not include those supports, when such a testlet
was available in the system.

9

Potential
misrouting due
to simultaneous
testing on
multiple devices.

Technology:
Scoring

Students began testing on one device and then
switched to another device without closing the
session on the original device. Following
completion of the testlet on the second device,
the next testlet would be assigned. When
students returned to the original device and
closed their testing session, response data from
the first testlet were erased because the system
noted the test session for the testlet was being
ended prior to completion. Because the next
testlet had already been assigned, testing was
allowed to continue, despite the earlier testlet’s
incomplete status.

Note. BVI = Blind and visually impaired.
As in 2014–2015, the Incident File was delivered to state partners with the General Research File
(see Chapter VII of this manual for more information) and provided the list of all students
affected by each issue. States were able to use this file to make determinations about potential
invalidation of records at the student level based on state-specific accountability policies and
practices. All issues were corrected for subsequent administration. Assignment to testlets will
continue to be monitored in 2016–2017 to track any potential incidents and report them to state
partners.

IV.2.C. USER EXPERIENCE WITH ASSESSMENT ADMINISTRATION AND KITE SYSTEM
User experience with the 2015–2016 assessments was evaluated through a spring 2016 survey
disseminated to teachers who had administered a DLM assessment during the spring window.
User experience with the KITE system is summarized in this section, and additional survey
contents are reported in the Accessibility section below and in Chapter IX (Validity Evidence).
For responses to the 2014–2015 version of the survey, see Chapter IV and Chapter IX in the
2014–2015 Technical Manual – Integrated Model (DLM Consortium, 2016).
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A total of 915 teachers from states participating in the DLM assessment responded to the survey
(estimated response rate of 14.7%). Most of the respondents reported that they had assessed a
relatively small number of students during the testing window. A total of 64.8% reported
assessing four or fewer students. The self-reported numbers of students assessed per teacher for
the integrated assessment model are summarized in Table 20.
Table 20. Self-Reported Number of Students Assessed (n = 915)
Reported Number of
Students Assessed

n

%

1

220

24.0

2

147

16.1

3

126

13.8

4

100

10.9

5

70

7.7

6

62

6.8

7

55

6.0

8

40

4.4

9

20

2.2

10

19

2.1

11

8

0.9

12

13

1.4

13

9

1.0

14

5

0.5

≥15

21

2.3

The remainder of this section describes teachers’ responses to the portions of the survey
addressing educator experience with DLM assessments and the KITE Client software.

IV.2.C.i. Educator Experience
Respondents were asked to reflect on their own experience with the assessments and their
comfort level and knowledge with regard to administering them. Most of the questions
required respondents to rate results on a four-point scale: Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Agree, or
Strongly Agree. Responses are summarized in Table 21. The first two questions (regarding
comfort level with the administration of computer-administered and teacher-administered
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testlets) were displayed only if respondents had previously disclosed that they had
administered the corresponding testlet type.
Table 21. Teacher Response Regarding Test Administration
Statement

SD
%
n
13 2.2

n
24

%
4.1

n
240

%
41.3

n
304

%
52.3

A+SA
%
n
544 93.6

Confidence in ability to
deliver teacher-administered
testlets

9

1.9

30

6.4

200

42.5

232

49.3

432 91.8

Test administrator training
prepared respondent for
responsibilities of test
administrator.

73

8.7

183

21.8

477

56.9

105

12.5

582 69.4

Respondent knew how to use
accessibility features,
allowable supports, and
options for flexibility.

29

3.5

94

11.2

580

69.2

135

16.1

715 85.3

Testlet Information Pages
helped respondent to deliver
the testlets.

70

8.4

176

21.0

490

58.5

102

12.2

592 70.7

Confidence in ability to
deliver computeradministered testlets

D

A

SA

Note. SD = strongly disagree; D = disagree; A = agree; SA = strongly agree; A+SA = agree and
strongly agree.
Teachers responded that they were confident with administering either kind of testlet, with
93.6% reporting responses of Agree or Strongly Agree for computer-administered testlets, and
91.8% reporting responses of Agree or Strongly Agree for teacher-administered testlets.
Respondents believed that the required test-administrator training prepared them for their
responsibilities as a test administrator, with 69.4% responding with Agree or Strongly Agree.
Additionally, most teachers responded that they knew how to use accessibility supports,
allowable supports, and options for flexibility (85.3%) and that the TIPs helped them to deliver
the testlets (70.7%).

IV.2.C.ii. KITE System
Teachers were asked questions regarding the technology used to administer testlets, including
the ease of use of KITE Client and Educator Portal.
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The software used for the actual administration of DLM testlets is KITE Client. Teachers were
asked to consider their experiences with KITE Client and respond to each question on a 5-point
scale: Very Hard, Somewhat Hard, Neither Hard Nor Easy, Somewhat Easy, or Very Easy. Table 22
summarizes teacher responses to these questions.
Table 22. Ease of Using KITE Client
VH
Statement

n

%

SH
n

%

N
n

SE
%

n

VE
%

n

SE+VE
%

%

n

Enter the site

20 2.5 82 10.1 125 15.4 262 32.2 324 39.9 586 72.1

Navigate within a testlet

19 2.3 72

8.9

128 15.8 276 34.0 317 39.0 593 73.0

Submit a completed
testlet

11 1.4 25

3.1

109 13.4 249 30.7 417 51.4 666 82.1

Administer testlets on
various devices

20 2.5 58

7.2

255 31.6 239 29.6 236 29.2 475 58.8

Note. VH = very hard; SH = somewhat hard; N = neither hard nor easy; SE = somewhat easy;
VE = very easy; SE+VE = somewhat easy and very easy.
Respondents found it to be either Somewhat Easy or Very Easy to enter the site (72.1%), to
navigate within a testlet (73.0%), to submit a completed testlet (82.1%), and to administer
testlets on various devices (58.8%). Open-ended survey response feedback indicated issues with
display on some technology devices, including scrolling and glitches in the display of testlet
response options. These issues were forwarded to the technology team for evaluation ahead of
the 2016–2017 administration.
Educator Portal is the software used to store and manage student data and to enter PNP and
First Contact information. Teachers were asked to assess the ease of navigating and using
Educator Portal for its intended purposes. The data are summarized in Table 23 using the same
scale used to rate experiences with KITE Client. Overall, respondents’ feedback was mixed:
fewer teachers than expected found it to be either Somewhat Easy or Very Easy to navigate the
site (34.2%), to enter PNP and First Contact information (46.8%), to manage student data
(31.6%), and to manage their accounts (38.2%).
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Table 23. Ease of Using Educator Portal
VH
Statement

n

%

SH
n

N
%

n

SE
%

n

VE
%

SE+VE

n

%

n

%

74

8.8 287 34.2

Navigate the site

87 10.4 274 32.7 189 22.6 213 25.4

Enter PNP and First
Contact information

47

5.6 173 20.7 223 26.7 263 31.5 128 15.3 391 46.8

Manage student data

83

9.9 251 30.0 239 28.5 192 22.9

73

8.7 265 31.6

Manage your account

56

6.7 194 23.2 268 32.0 242 28.9

78

9.3 320 38.2

Note. VH = very hard; SH = somewhat hard; N = neither hard nor easy; SE = somewhat easy;
VE = very easy; SE+VE = somewhat easy and very easy; PNP = Personal Needs and Preferences
Profile.
Open-ended survey responses indicated that Educator Portal was not very user-friendly.
Respondents indicated that unclear terminology and labeling in the system caused navigation
challenges. Respondents also noted that information was spread across multiple screens,
requiring substantial forward and backward clicking by the user. Suggestions for improvement
included adding direct links on the main page, alternative organization mechanisms for TIPs,
and providing a summary of test administration conducted to date by student. This feedback
informed technology development plans for the 2016–2017 academic year.
As a component of Educator Portal, 572 respondents reported using the Instructional Tools
Interface (ITI) to select and administer instructionally embedded assessments during the year.
Questions about the use of ITI were answered on a 4-point scale (Strongly Disagree, Disagree,
Agree, and Strongly Agree). Table 24 summarizes the responses to these questions.
Approximately half of respondents (51.6%) either Agreed or Strongly Agreed that it was easy to
use ITI to create instructional plans, while 48.6% Agreed or Strongly Agreed that for each
instructional plan created, a plan was also developed to guide daily instruction. Nearly two
thirds of respondents (65.3%) Agreed or Strongly Agreed that using ITI helped in familiarity
with linkage levels for the EEs, and 37.8% indicated that results from instructionally embedded
assessments could be used to plan instruction. Most respondents did not agree with only one of
the statements (i.e., “It was easy to use ITI to create instructional plans”). Additional data will
be collected in the spring 2017 survey to provide more information about how teachers use
progress reports from instructionally embedded assessment to inform instruction.
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Table 24. Teacher Responses Regarding ITI
SD
Statement

n

%

D
n

A
%

n

SA
%

n

%

A+SA
%

n

It was easy to use ITI to create
instructional plans.

62 11.5 199 36.9 251 46.6 27 5.0 278 51.6

For each instructional plan created in
ITI, respondent also developed a plan
to guide daily instruction.

49

9.1

227 42.3 236 43.9 25 4.7 261 48.6

Using ITI helped respondent become
familiar with knowledge and skills at
different linkage levels for the EEs.

47

8.8

138 25.8 312 58.4 37 6.9 349 65.3

Respondent can see how results from
instructionally embedded assessment
could be used to plan instruction.

87 16.3 245 45.9 180 33.7 22 4.1 202 37.8

Note. SD = strongly disagree; D = disagree; A = agree; SA = strongly agree; A+SA = agree and
strongly agree; ITI = Instructional Tools Interface.
Open-ended feedback from the survey indicated teachers thought there were too many
dropdown boxes to select EEs when creating instructional plans, and that it would be useful to
be able to set up instructional plans for multiple students at once. Additionally, teachers would
prefer that all information fit on one screen rather than scrolling or navigating to create
instructional plans. This feedback was incorporated into changes made to the ITI interface for
the 2016–2017 academic year.
When choosing an EE and linkage level in ITI, respondents were asked whether the systemrecommended linkage level matched the intended instructional target for their students.
Responses are summarized in Table 25. Of respondents, 40.8% in ELA and 48.6% in
mathematics responded that whether the match was appropriate varied, while 27.9% in ELA
and 24.8% in mathematics responded that the recommendation was appropriate.
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Table 25. Linkage-Level Match to Instructional Target
ELA
Recommendation Match

Mathematics

n

%

n

%

39

7.2

21

3.9

Recommendation was appropriate.

151

27.9

134

24.8

Recommendation was too difficult.

93

17.2

137

25.3

221

40.8

209

38.6

38

7.0

40

7.4

Recommendation was too easy.

It varied.
I don’t remember.

Finally, respondents were asked to rate their overall experience with KITE Client and Educator
Portal on a four-point scale: Poor, Fair, Good, and Excellent. Results are summarized in Table 26.
The majority of respondents reported a positive experience with KITE Client. A total of 67.8% of
respondents rated their experience as Good or Excellent, while 44.4% rated their overall
experience with Educator Portal as Good or Excellent.
Table 26. Overall Experience with KITE and Educator Portal
Poor
Interface
KITE Client
Educator Portal

Fair

Good

Excellent

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

67

8.3

194

24.0

379

46.8

170

21.0

142

17.5

310

38.1

309

38.0

52

6.4

Overall feedback from teachers indicated that KITE Client was easy to navigate and user
friendly. Additionally, teachers provided useful feedback about how to improve the Educator
Portal user experience that will be considered for technology development for 2016–2017 and
beyond.

IV.2.D. ACCESSIBILITY
Accessibility supports provided in 2015–2016 were the same as those available in 2014–2015.
DLM accessibility guidance distinguishes between accessibility supports that: (a) can be used by
selecting online supports via the PNP, (b) require additional tools or materials, and (c) are
provided by the test administrator outside the system.
Table 27 shows selection rates for three categories of PNP supports, sorted by rate of use within
each category. For a complete description of the available accessibility supports, see Chapter IV
in 2014–2015 Technical Manual – Integrated Model (DLM Consortium, 2016). Overall the
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percentage of students for whom supports were selected in 2015–2016 was similar to
percentages observed in 2014–2015.
Table 27. Personal Needs and Preferences (PNP) Profile Supports Selected for Students (N = 18,248)
Support

n

%

Read aloud (TTS)

6,284

34.4

Magnification

1,174

6.4

Color contrast

873

4.8

Overlay color

787

4.3

Invert color choice

585

3.2

Individualized manipulatives

5,626

30.8

Calculator

2,096

11.5

Single-switch system

1,141

6.3

Alternate form – visual impairment

535

2.9

Two-switch system

245

1.3

Uncontracted braille

32

0.2

15,371

84.2

Test administration enters responses for students

7,357

40.3

Partner-assisted scanning

1,055

5.8

Sign interpretation

345

1.9

Language translation

176

1.0

Supports activated by PNP

Supports requiring additional tools/materials

Supports provided outside the system
Human read aloud

Table 28 describes teacher responses to survey items that asked about the accessibility supports
used during administration. Teachers were asked to respond to three items using a 4-point
Likert-type scale (Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Agree, or Strongly Agree). The majority of teachers
agreed that the student was able to effectively use accessibility supports (73.7%), that
accessibility supports were similar to ones the student used for instruction (72.3%), and that
allowable options for flexibility were necessary when administering the test to meet students’
needs (64.0%). These data support the conclusions that the accessibility supports of the DLM
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alternate assessment were effectively used by students, emulated accessibility supports used
during instruction, and met student needs for test administration. Additional data will be
collected during the spring 2017 survey to determine whether results improve over time.
Table 28. Teacher Report of Student Accessibility Experience
SD
Statement

D

A

SA

A+SA

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

%

Student was able to effectively
use accessibility features.

141

10.9

199

15.4

714

55.2

240

18.6

954 73.8

Accessibility features were
similar to ones student uses for
instruction.

116

9.0

254

19.7

787

61.2

130

10.1

917 71.3

Allowable options for flexibility
were needed when
administering test to meet
student needs.

120

8.0

420

28.0

653

43.5

307

20.5

960 64.0

n

Note. SD = strongly disagree; D = disagree; A = agree; SA = strongly agree; A+SA = agree and
strongly agree.

IV.3. CONCLUSION
During the 2015–2016 academic year, the DLM system was available during two testing
windows: instructionally embedded and spring. Special circumstance codes were available for
entry in Educator Portal to indicate reasons a student may not have completed testing in a
content area. Implementation evidence was collected in the form of testlet adaptation analyses,
a summary of students affected by incidents during operational testing, and teacher survey
responses regarding test administration and accessibility. Results indicated that teachers felt
confident administering testlets in the system and that KITE Client was easy to use but that
Educator Portal posed more challenges. This feedback resulted in changes for the 2016–2017
year to make the site easier to use, including improvements to data-management features and
streamlining the process for creating instructional plans.
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V. MODELING
To provide feedback about student performance, the Dynamic Learning Maps® (DLM®) project
draws upon a well-established research base in cognition and learning theory and relatively
uncommon operational psychometric methods. The approach uses innovative, operational
psychometric methods to provide feedback about student mastery of skills. This chapter
describes the psychometric model that underlies the DLM assessment system and describes the
process used to estimate item and student parameters from student assessment data.

V.1. PSYCHOMETRIC BACKGROUND
Learning map models, which are the networks of sequenced learning targets, are at the core of
the DLM assessments in English language arts (ELA) and mathematics. In general, a learning
map model is a collection of skills to be mastered that are linked together by connections
between the skills. The connections between skills indicate what should be mastered prior to
learning additional skills. Together, the skills and their prerequisite connections map out the
progression of learning within a given content area. Stated in the vocabulary of traditional
psychometric methods, a learning map model defines a large set of discrete latent variables
indicating students’ learning status on key skills and concepts relevant to a large content
domain, as well as a series of pathways indicating which topics (represented by latent variables)
are prerequisites for learning other topics.
Because of the underlying map structure and the goal to provide more fine-grained information
beyond a single raw or scale score value when reporting student results, the assessment system
provides a profile of skill mastery to summarize student performance. This profile is created
using a form of diagnostic classification modeling, which draws upon research in cognition and
learning theory to provide feedback about student performance. Diagnostic classification
models (DCMs) are confirmatory latent class models that characterize the relationship of
observed responses to a set of categorical latent variables (e.g., Rupp & Templin, 2008; Rupp,
Templin, & Henson, 2010). DCMs are also known as cognitive diagnosis models (e.g., Leighton
& Gierl, 2007) or multiple classification latent class models (Maris, 1999) and are mathematically
equivalent to Bayesian networks (e.g., Almond, Mislevy, Steinberg, Yan, & Williamson, 2015;
Mislevy & Gitomer, 1995; Pearl, 1988). This is the main difference from more traditional
psychometric models, such as item response theory, which model a single, continuous latent
variable. DCMs provide information about student mastery on multiple latent variables or skills
of interest.
DCMs have primarily been used in educational measurement settings in which detailed
information about test-takers’ skills is of interest, such as in assessing mathematics (e.g.,
Bradshaw, Izsák, Templin, & Jacobson, 2014), reading (e.g., Templin & Bradshaw, 2014), and
science (e.g., Templin & Henson, 2008). To provide detailed profiles of student mastery of the
skills, or attributes, measured by the assessment, DCMs require the specification of an item-byattribute Q-matrix, indicating the attributes measured by each item. In general, for a given item,
𝑖, the Q-matrix vector would be represented as 𝑞𝑖 = [𝑞𝑖1 , 𝑞𝑖2 , … , 𝑞𝑖𝐴 ]. Similar to a factor pattern
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matrix in a confirmatory factor model, Q-matrix indicators are binary: either the item measures
an attribute (𝑞𝑖𝑎 = 1) or it does not (𝑞𝑖𝑎 = 0).
For each item, there is a set of conditional item-response probabilities that corresponds to the
student’s possible mastery patterns. When an item measures a single binary attribute, only two
statuses are possible for any examinee: a master of the attribute or a nonmaster of the attribute.
In general, the modeling approach involves specifying the Q-matrix, determining the
probability of being classified into each category of mastery (master or nonmaster), and relating
those probabilities to students’ response data to determine a posterior probability of being
classified as a master or nonmaster for each attribute. For DLM assessments, the attributes for
which probabilities of mastery are calculated are the linkage levels.

V.2. ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS AND LINKAGE LEVELS
Because the primary goal of the DLM assessments is to measure what students with the most
significant cognitive disabilities know and can do, alternate grade-level expectations called
Essential Elements (EEs) were created to provide students in the population access to the
general education grade-level academic content. See Chapter II of the 2014–2015 Technical
Manual – Integrated Model (DLM Consortium, 2016) for a complete description. Each EE has an
associated set of linkage levels that are ordered by increasing complexity. There are five linkage
levels for each EE: Initial Precursor, Distal Precursor, Proximal Precursor, Target, and Successor.

V.3. OVERVIEW OF DLM MODELING APPROACH
Many statistical models are available for estimating the probability of mastery for attributes in a
DCM. The statistical model used to determine the probability of mastery for each linkage level
for DLM assessments is latent class analysis, which provides a general statistical framework for
obtaining probabilities of class membership for each measured attribute (Macready & Dayton,
1977). Student mastery statuses for each linkage level are obtained from an Expectation–
Maximization procedure that contributes to an overall profile of mastery.

V.3.A. DLM MODEL SPECIFICATION
Because of administration design, where overlapping data from students taking testlets at
multiple linkage levels within an EE were uncommon, simultaneous calibration of all linkage
levels within an EE was not possible. Instead, each linkage level was calibrated separately for
each EE using separate latent class analyses. Additionally, because items were developed to a
precise cognitive specification, all master and nonmaster probability parameters for items
measuring a linkage level were assumed to be equal. That is, all items were assumed to be
fungible, or exchangeable, within a linkage level. As such, each class (i.e., masters or
nonmasters) has a single probability of responding correctly to all items measuring the linkage
level, as depicted in Table 29. Similarly, for each item measuring the linkage level, a student has
the same probability of providing a correct response. Chapter III details item review procedures
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intended to support the fungibility assumption. Chapter X discusses future studies intended to
continue evaluating the fungibility assumption.
Table 29. Depiction of Fungible Item Parameters for Items Measuring a Single Linkage Level
Item

Class 1
(Nonmasters)

Class 2
(Masters)

1

𝜋1

𝜋2

2

𝜋1

𝜋2

3

𝜋1

𝜋2

4

𝜋1

𝜋2

5

𝜋1

𝜋2

Note. 𝜋 represents the probability of providing a correct response.
The DLM scoring model for the 2015–2016 administration was as follows. Each linkage level
within each EE was considered the latent variable to be measured (the attribute). Using latent
class analysis, a probability of mastery on a scale of 0 to 1 was calculated for each linkage level
within each EE. Students were then classified into one of two classes for each linkage level of
each EE: either master or nonmaster. As described in Chapter VI of the 2014–2015 Technical
Manual – Integrated Model (DLM Consortium, 2016), a posterior probability of at least .8 was
required for mastery classification.
All items in a linkage level were assumed to measure that linkage level, meaning the Q-matrix
for the linkage level was a column of ones. As such, each item measured one latent variable,
resulting in two parameters per item: (a) the probability of answering the item correctly for
examinees who have not mastered the linkage level (i.e., the reference group), and (b) the
probability of answering the item correctly for examinees who have mastered the linkage level.
As per the assumption of item fungibility, a single set of probabilities was estimated for all
items within a linkage level. Finally, a structural parameter was also estimated, which was the
proportion of masters for the linkage level (i.e., the analogous map parameter). In total, three
parameters per linkage level are specified in the DLM scoring model: a fungible probability for
nonmasters, a fungible probability for masters, and the proportion of masters. An explanation
of the full model is provided below.

V.3.B. MODEL CALIBRATION
Across all grades and content areas, there were 255 EEs, each with five linkage levels, resulting
in a total of 255 × 5 = 1,275 separate calibration models. Each separate calibration included all
items available for the EE and linkage level. Each model was estimated using marginal
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maximum likelihood using a program that was developed in the R Project for Statistical
Computing (R Core Team, 2013).
Latent class analysis was used to obtain the posterior probabilities of mastery, or the likelihood
a student mastered the skill being measured. As such, it did not provide scale score values, but
rather a probability on a scale of 0 to 1 representing the certainty of skill mastery. Values closer
to 0 or 1 represent greater certainty of nonmastery or mastery, respectively, whereas values
closer to 0.5 represent maximum uncertainty.
A latent class analysis was conducted for each linkage level for each EE. The calibration of the
model and final scoring procedure used an Expectation–Maximization algorithm. If the
probability of a correct response on item i for a person in class j is defined as 𝜋𝑖𝑗 , the likelihood
of a given response pattern for an individual, h, over J classes and I items is defined as
𝐽

𝐼
𝑥

1 − 𝑥𝑖

𝑓(Xℎ ) = ∑ 𝜂𝑗 ∏ 𝜋𝑖𝑗𝑖 (1 − 𝜋𝑖𝑗 )
𝑗=1

𝑖=1

This likelihood (or the log-likelihood if the log is taken) can be maximized using an
Expectation–Maximization algorithm using three estimating equations. The Expectation step
estimates the posterior probability for each student. It is expressed with the following formula
(using notation consistent with Bartholomew, Knott, & Moustaki, 2011),

,
where ℎ(𝑗│𝜲ℎ) represents the posterior probability of a person’s class membership given their
responses. The numerator is the person’s probability of item responses for a given class,
1−𝑥𝑖ℎ

𝑥𝑖ℎ
∏𝐼𝑖 = 1 𝜋𝑖𝑗
(1 − 𝜋𝑖𝑗 )

, times the probability of membership in that given class, 𝜂𝑗. The

denominator (𝜲ℎ) is the probability of that person’s item responses, or the full likelihood, as
defined above.
The Maximization step estimates the model parameters, including the item parameter, 𝜋𝑖j for
each item i and class j, and the proportion of people in a given class, 𝜂𝑗 .
The item parameter was estimated using the following formula,

𝜋𝑖𝑗 =

∑𝑁
ℎ=1 𝑥𝑖ℎ ℎ(𝑗|𝜲ℎ )
,
𝑁𝜂𝑗

where ℎ(𝑗|𝜲ℎ ) represents the posterior probability of a person’s class membership given their
responses, which was estimated during the Expectation step. The numerator is the sum of the
item responses across all respondents, 𝑥𝑖ℎ , weighted by the posterior probability of each
respondent being in that class. The denominator is the number of respondents, 𝑁, times the
proportion of people estimated to be in the class j. Thus, the item parameters can be thought of
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as item p values, conditional on group membership. Because the assessment system assumed a
fungible item model, all items measuring a linkage level had the same parameter for each class.
The parameter 𝜂𝑗 was estimated using the following formula,

∑𝑁
ℎ = 1 ℎ(𝑗|𝜲ℎ )
𝜂𝑗 =
,
𝑁
where ℎ(𝑗|𝜲ℎ ) represents the posterior probability of a person’s class membership given their
responses, which was estimated during the Expectation step. The numerator is the sum of the
class membership probabilities across all respondents, and the denominator, 𝑁, is the number of
respondents.
Model calibration in 2016 occurred in June and incorporated operational item responses from
the 2015–2016 testing window. The model was calibrated using the Expectation–Maximization
algorithm until the convergence criteria, change in log-likelihood to <0.00001, was met. During
the calibration process, initial values of 0.9 and 0.1 for the item parameters were provided for
each class, masters and nonmasters respectively, to prevent their definitions from switching
during estimation. The initial value of 𝜂 was set to 0.5 for each class.
The final calibrated-model parameters from the Maximization step described above were used
to run the Expectation step a final time using all operational item responses obtained during the
spring window. This resulted in the final student posterior probabilities for each linkage level,
which were used for scoring.

V.4. DLM SCORING: MASTERY STATUS ASSIGNMENT
Following calibration, results for each linkage level were combined to determine the highest
linkage level mastered for each EE. Although the connections between linkage levels were not
modeled empirically, they were used in the scoring procedures. In particular, if the latent class
analysis determined a student was judged to have mastered a given linkage level within an EE,
then the student was assumed to have mastered all lower levels within that EE. This scoring
rule relies strongly on the expert opinion used to construct and order the linkage levels that
guided item and testlet development. Chapter III of the 2014–2015 Technical Manual – Integrated
Model (DLM Consortium, 2016) provides evidence from the pilot test that supports the ordering
of linkage levels. Additional validation studies for this scoring rule are currently underway.
In addition to the calculated posterior probability of mastery, students were able to demonstrate
mastery of each EE in two additional ways: (a) having answered 80% of all items administered
at the linkage level correctly, or (b) the two-down scoring rule. The two-down scoring rule was
implemented to guard against students assessed at the highest linkage levels being overly
penalized for incorrect responses. In instances where the student tested at more than one
linkage level for the EE, the two-down rule was applied from the lowest linkage level tested.
For example, students who tested at the Successor level but did not demonstrate mastery were
assigned mastery status of two linkage levels lower (Proximal Precursor) to prevent them from
being penalized for testing at the highest level and not demonstrating mastery. Students who
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did not demonstrate mastery at the Initial Precursor or Distal Precursor level were considered
nonmasters of all linkage levels within the EE because the two-down rule was inapplicable. The
DLM TAC discussed this scoring method and determined it a reasonable approach during a
conference call on July 21, 2015.
To evaluate the degree to which each mastery assignment rule contributed to students’ linkagelevel mastery status, the percentage of mastery statuses obtained by each scoring rule was
calculated, as shown in Figure 11. Posterior probability was given first priority. If mastery was
not demonstrated by the posterior probability threshold being met, the next two scoring rules
were imposed. Between 80% and 90% of mastered linkage levels were derived from the
posterior probability obtained from the modeling procedure. The other approximately 10% to
20% of linkage levels were assigned mastery status by the minimum mastery, or two-down rule,
and the remaining percentages at each grade were determined by the percentage-correct rule.
These results indicate that the percentage-correct rule likely had strong overlap (but was
ordered second in priority) with the posterior probabilities, in that correct responses to all items
measuring the linkage level were likely necessary to achieve a posterior probability above the .8
threshold. The percentage-correct rule does, however, provide mastery status in those instances
where providing correct responses to all items still resulted in a posterior probability below the
mastery threshold.

Figure 11. Linkage-level mastery assignment by mastery rule for each content area and grade.
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V.5. CONCLUSION
In summary, the DLM modeling approach makes use of well-established research in the areas
of Bayesian inference networks and diagnostic classification modeling to determine student
mastery of skills measured by the assessment. Latent class analyses are conducted for each
linkage level of each EE to determine the probability of student mastery. Items within the
linkage level are assumed to be fungible, with equivalent item-probability parameters for each
class, due to the conceptual approach used to construct DLM testlets. For each linkage level, a
mastery threshold of 0.8 is applied, whereby students with a posterior probability greater than
or equal to the cut are deemed masters and students with a posterior probability below the cut
are deemed nonmasters. To ensure students are not overly penalized by the modeling
approach, in addition to posterior probabilities of mastery obtained from the model, two more
scoring procedures are implemented: percentage correct at the linkage level and the two-down
scoring rule. An analysis of the scoring rules indicates most students demonstrate mastery of
the linkage level based on their posterior-probability values obtained from the modeling results.
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VI. STANDARD SETTING
The standard-setting process for the Dynamic Learning Maps® (DLM®) Alternate Assessment
System in English language arts and mathematics derived cut points for placing students into
four performance levels based on results from the 2014–2015 DLM alternate assessments. For a
description of the process, including the development of policy performance level descriptors,
the 4-day standard-setting meeting, follow-up evaluation of impact data and cut points, and
specification of grade- and content-specific performance level descriptors, see Chapter VI of the
2014–2015 Technical Manual – Integrated Model (DLM Consortium, 2016).
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VII. ASSESSMENT RESULTS
Chapter VII of the 2014–2015 Technical Manual – Integrated Model (DLM Consortium, 2016)
describes assessment results for the 2014–2015 academic year, including student participation
and performance summaries, and an overview of data files and score reports delivered to state
partners. This chapter presents (a) 2015–2016 student participation data; (b) final results in
terms of the percentage of students at each performance level; and (c) subgroup performance by
gender, race, ethnicity, and English language learner (ELL) status for the 2015–2016
administration year. This chapter also reports the distribution of students by the highest linkage
level mastered during 2015–2016. Finally, this chapter describes updates made to score reports,
data files, and quality control procedures during the 2015–2016 operational year. For a complete
description of score reports and interpretive guides, see Chapter VII of the 2014–2015 Technical
Manual – Integrated Model (DLM Consortium, 2016).

VII.1. STUDENT PARTICIPATION
The 2015–2016 assessments were administered to 18,782 students in six states. Counts of
students tested in each state are displayed in Table 30. The assessment sessions were
administered by 5,468 educators in 3,808 schools and 1,166 school districts.

Table 30. Student Participation by State (N=18,782)
State

Students

Iowa

2,623

Kansas

2,986

Missouri

7,670

North Dakota
Utah
Vermont
Total

626
4,431
446
18,782

Table 31 summarizes the number of students tested in each grade. In grades 3 through 8, over
2,200 students participated in each grade. In high school, the largest number of students
participated in grade 10, and the smallest number participated in grade 12. The differences in
grade-level participation can be traced to differing state-level policies about the grade in which
students are assessed in high school.
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Table 31. Student Participation by Grade (N = 18,782 )
Grade

Students

3

2,217

4

2,255

5

2,328

6

2,314

7

2,307

8

2,220

9

1,243

10

1,782

11

1,751

12

365

Table 32 summarizes the demographic characteristics of the students who participated in the
2015–2016 administration. The majority of participants were male (64%) and white (75%). Only
2% of students were eligible for or monitored for ELL services.
Table 32. Demographic Characteristics of Participants
Subgroup

n

%

6,687

35.60

12,093

64.39

2

0.01

14,053

74.82

2,357

12.55

Asian

371

1.98

American Indian

354

1.88

40

0.21

1,274

6.78

Gender
Female
Male
Missing

Race
White
African American

Alaska Native
Two or more races
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Subgroup

n

%

Native Hawaiian or Pacific
Islander

111

0.59

Missing

222

1.18

No

16,644

88.62

Yes

2,102

11.19

36

0.19

Hispanic Ethnicity

Missing

English Language Learner (ELL) Participation
Not ELL eligible or monitored
ELL eligible or monitored

18,333

97.61

449

2.39

VII.2. STUDENT PERFORMANCE
Student performance on Dynamic Learning Maps® (DLM®) assessments is interpreted using cut
points, determined during standard setting (see Chapter VI in the 2014-2015 Technical Manual –
Integrated Model [DLM Consortium, 2016]), which separate student scores into four performance
levels. A student receives a performance level based on the total number of linkage levels
mastered across the assessed Essential Elements (EEs).
For the 2015–2016 administration, student performance was reported using the same four
performance levels approved by the DLM Consortium for the 2014–2015 year:





The student demonstrates Emerging understanding of and ability to apply content
knowledge and skills represented by the EEs.
The student’s understanding of and ability to apply targeted content knowledge and
skills represented by the EEs is Approaching the Target.
The student’s understanding of and ability to apply content knowledge and skills
represented by the EEs is At Target.
The student demonstrates Advanced understanding of and ability to apply targeted
content knowledge and skills represented by the EEs.
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VII.2.A. OVERALL PERFORMANCE
Table 33 reports the percentage of students at each performance level from the 2015–2016
administration for English language arts (ELA) and mathematics. While the high school
mathematics blueprints organize EEs by grade level, the high school ELA blueprints are based
on grade bands that mirror the organization of the EEs. For ELA, the percentage of students
who demonstrated performance at the Target or Advanced levels was over 50% in grades 3-6
and over 29% for the higher grades. In mathematics, the percentage of students meeting or
exceeding Target expectations ranged from approximately 14% to nearly 23%.
Table 33. Percentage of Students by Grade and Performance Level
Emerging

Approaching

Target

Advanced

Target/Advanced

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

3 (n = 2,214)

25.5

22.2

37.7

14.6

52.3

4 (n = 2,254)

28.9

16.9

44.9

9.3

54.1

5 (n = 2,325)

24.1

20.0

44.0

11.9

55.9

6 (n = 2,310)

24.2

24.9

39.3

11.6

50.9

7 (n = 2,303)

30.4

28.4

33.9

7.4

41.3

8 (n = 2,216)

42.1

21.3

26.2

10.4

36.6

9–10
(n = 3,019)

44.3

21.6

21.7

12.5

34.2

11–12 (n =
2,111)

45.0

25.1

17.7

12.1

29.8

3 (n = 2,213)

49.2

33.0

13.4

4.4

17.8

4 (n = 2,253)

44.4

32.8

16.6

6.2

22.8

5 (n = 2,323)

46.3

32.3

15.2

6.2

21.4

6 (n = 2,308)

56.7

28.4

10.1

4.8

14.9

7 (n = 2,301)

61.8

22.9

11.4

3.9

15.3

8 (n = 2,219)

59.5

26.5

11.8

2.3

14.1

9 (n = 1,232)

54.8

26.5

14.2

4.5

18.7

10 (n = 1,773)

42.0

43.9

11.6

2.5

14.1

11 (n = 1,713)

57.9

26.9

12.8

2.3

15.2

Grade
ELA

Mathematics
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VII.2.B. SUBGROUP PERFORMANCE
Performance-level results for subgroups, including groups based on gender, race, ethnicity, and
ELL status, were computed.
The distribution of students across performance levels was examined using demographic
subgroup. Table 34 and Table 35 summarize the disaggregated frequency distributions for ELA
and mathematics, respectively, collapsed across all assessed grade levels. Although states each
have their own rules for minimum student counts needed to support public reporting of results,
small counts are not suppressed here because results are aggregated across states and
individual students cannot be identified. Rows labeled Missing indicate the student’s
demographic data were not entered into the system. The columns labeled Not Assessed reflect a
small number of students whose records were in the system and who were tested in one but not
both subjects. Overall fewer demographic data were missing in 2015–2016 than in the previous
year.
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Table 34. Students at Each ELA Performance Level by Demographic Subgroup (N = 18,782)
Subgroup

Emerging

Approaching

Target

n

%

n

%

n

%

Female

2,190

32.8

1,501

22.4

2,204

Male

4,063

33.6

2,723

22.5

1

50.0

0

4,710

33.5

African
American

704

Asian
American Indian

Advanced

Not Assessed*

n

%

%

33.0

785

11.7

7

0.1

3,961

32.8

1,323

10.9

23

0.2

0.0

1

50.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

3,120

22.2

4,577

32.6

1,622

11.5

24

0.2

29.9

551

23.4

819

34.7

280

11.9

3

0.1

159

42.9

88

23.7

91

24.5

33

8.9

0

0.0

121

34.2

80

22.6

119

33.6

32

9.0

2

0.6

Alaska Native

12

30.0

12

30.0

12

30.0

4

10.0

0

0.0

Two or more
races

437

34.3

299

23.5

424

33.3

113

8.9

1

0.1

Native Hawaiian
or Pacific
Islander

44

39.6

28

25.2

32

28.8

7

6.3

0

0.0

Missing

67

30.2

46

20.7

92

41.4

17

7.7

0

0.0

No

5,479

32.9

3,718

22.3

5,490

33.0

1,928

11.6

29

0.2

Yes

754

35.9

501

23.8

667

31.7

179

8.5

1

0.0

21

58.3

5

13.9

9

25.0

1

2.8

0

0.0

n

Gender

Missing

Race
White

Hispanic Ethnicity

Missing

English Language Learner (ELL) Participation
Not ELL eligible
or monitored
ELL eligible or
monitored

6,139

33.5

4,102

22.4

6,008

32.8

2,055

11.2

29

0.2

115

25.6

122

27.2

158

35.2

53

11.8

1

0.2

Note. *Students were not assessed on any English language arts Essential Elements.
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Table 35. Students at Each Mathematics Performance Level by Demographic Subgroup (N = 18,782)
Subgroup

Emerging

Approaching

n

%

n

%

Female

3,482

52.1

2,035

Male

6,144

50.8

0

White
African
American

Target

Advanced

Not Assessed*

n

%

n

%

%

30.4

795

11.9

208

3.1

167

2.5

3,521

29.1

1,586

13.1

562

4.6

280

2.3

0.0

0

0.0

2

100.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

7,184

51.1

4,157

29.6

1,789

12.7

607

4.3

316

2.2

1,108

47.0

726

30.8

327

13.9

96

4.1

100

4.2

Asian

223

60.1

94

25.3

37

10.0

9

2.4

8

2.2

American Indian

185

52.3

103

29.1

40

11.3

17

4.8

9

2.5

Alaska Native

18

45.0

19

47.5

3

7.5

0

0.0

0

0.0

Two or more
races

732

57.5

358

28.1

140

11.0

34

2.7

10

0.8

63

56.8

34

30.6

12

10.8

1

0.9

1

0.9

113

50.9

65

29.3

35

15.8

6

2.7

3

1.4

No

8,425

50.6

4,984

29.9

2,133

12.8

681

4.1

421

2.5

Yes

1,177

56.0

563

26.8

249

11.8

89

4.2

24

1.1

24

66.7

9

25.0

1

2.8

0

0.0

2

5.6

n

Gender

Missing

Race

Native
Hawaiian or
Pacific Islander
Missing

Hispanic Ethnicity

Missing

English Language Learner (ELL) Participation
Not ELL eligible
or monitored
ELL eligible or
monitored

9,447

51.5

5,395

29.4

2,306

12.6

741

4.0

444

2.4

179

39.9

161

35.9

77

17.1

29

6.5

3

0.7

Note. *Students were not assessed on any mathematics Essential Elements.
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VII.2.C. LINKAGE-LEVEL MASTERY
As described earlier in the chapter, overall performance in each content area is calculated based
on the number of linkage levels mastered across all EEs. Based on the scoring method, for each
EE, the highest linkage level the student mastered can be identified. This means that a student
can be classified as a master of zero, one (Initial Precursor), two (Initial Precursor and Distal
Precursor), three (Initial Precursor, Distal Precursor, and Proximal Precursor), four (Initial
Precursor, Distal Precursor, Proximal Precursor, and Target), or five (Initial Precursor, Distal
Precursor, Proximal Precursor, Target, and Successor) linkage levels. This section summarizes
the distribution of students by highest linkage level mastered across all EEs. For each grade, the
number of students who showed no evidence of mastery, mastery of the Initial Precursor level,
mastery of the Distal Precursor level, mastery of the Proximal Precursor level, mastery of the
Target level, and mastery of the Successor level (as the highest level of mastery) was summed
across all EEs and divided by the total number of students assessed to obtain the proportion of
students who mastered each linkage level.
Table 36 and Table 37 report the percentage of students who mastered each linkage level as the
highest linkage level across all EEs for ELA and mathematics, respectively. For example, across
all third grade ELA EEs, the Initial Precursor level was the highest level that students mastered
18% of the time. For ELA, the average percentage of students who mastered as high as the
Target or Successor linkage level across all EEs ranged from approximately 20% in grade 12 to
28% in grade 6. For mathematics, the average percentage of students who mastered the Target
or Successor linkage level across all EEs ranged from approximately 7% in grade 11 to 17% in
grade 4.
Table 36. Percentage of Students Demonstrating Highest Level Mastered Across ELA EEs, by Grade
Grade

Linkage Level
No Evidence (%)

IP (%)

DP (%)

PP (%)

T (%)

S (%)

3 (n = 2,214)

20.9

17.9

23.5

17.4

11.0

9.2

4 (n = 2,254)

23.1

15.5

18.4

16.4

15.2

11.2

5 (n = 2,325)

21.5

17.7

16.2

17.6

12.1

14.9

6 (n = 2,310)

21.8

18.6

18.9

12.4

15.1

13.1

7 (n = 2,303)

22.5

20.5

21.3

13.7

11.5

10.5

8 (n = 2,216)

25.6

18.5

20.4

14.7

12.6

8.1

9–10 (n = 3,019)

24.5

19.4

14.8

18.7

13.6

8.9

11–12 (n = 2,111)

29.5

21.0

15.2

14.7

10.4

9.3

Note. IP = Initial Precursor; DP = Distal Precursor; PP = Proximal Precursor; T = Target; S =
Successor.
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Table 37. Percentage of Students Demonstrating Highest Level Mastered Across Mathematics EEs, by
Grade
Grade

Linkage Level
No Evidence (%)

IP (%)

DP (%)

PP (%)

T (%)

S (%)

3 (n = 2,213)

35.4

27.7

12.7

12.0

7.3

4.9

4 (n = 2,253)

33.7

25.3

12.4

12.2

10.6

5.9

5 (n = 2,323)

31.3

23.5

15.8

14.8

8.0

6.7

6 (n = 2,308)

38.2

27.7

11.0

12.7

6.4

3.9

7 (n = 2,301)

35.6

23.1

15.1

14.1

7.2

4.8

8 (n = 2,219)

34.7

25.7

16.3

13.1

7.0

3.2

9 (n = 1,232)

33.9

28.9

15.4

12.6

5.8

3.4

10 (n = 1,773)

34.3

30.6

20.1

8.2

4.9

1.9

11 (n = 1,713)

36.4

27.1

17.6

9.8

6.7

2.5

Note. IP = Initial Precursor; DP = Distal Precursor; PP = Proximal Precursor; T = Target; S =
Successor.

VII.3. DATA FILES
Three data files, made available to DLM state partners, summarized results from the 2015–2016
year. Similar to 2014–2015, the General Research File (GRF) contained student results, including
each student’s highest linkage level mastered for each EE and final performance level for the
subject for all students who completed any testlets. The Incident File listed students who were
affected by one of the known problems with testlet assignments during the instructionally
embedded or spring 2016 window (see Chapter IV of this manual) using the same structure as
2014–2015. Finally, a new data file was delivered for 2015–2016 called the Special Circumstances
File, which provided information about which students and EEs were affected by extenuating
circumstances (e.g., chronic absences), as defined by each state.
During 2016, the GRF structure remained largely the same as 2015. However, one change made
to the GRF in 2015–2016 was the addition of an Invalidation Code column, along with the
inclusion of a 2-week review window following delivery of the GRF. During the 2-week review
window, state partners were given the opportunity to review the GRF and make changes to
records. State partners were able to make changes to demographic data in the GRF to ensure
accuracy of data in score reports. State partners were not able to make changes to any of the EE
or final performance level values. During the review window, state partners also had the
opportunity to use the supplemental files to determine if an entire student record should be
invalidated. The addition of the invalidation code column was to allow states the ability to
invalidate students that should not be included for their specific reporting or accountability
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purposes. These decisions were made by each state based on their own state policies and
procedures. By invalidating a record and resubmitting the GRF to DLM staff, the student did
not receive an Individual Student Score Report and was excluded from aggregated reports.
The Date Time Supplemental File was not provided in 2016 because of enhancements made to
the test delivery system. In 2014–2015 only a single consortium-wide delivery window was
available for spring assessments. While states defined state-specific administration windows,
students were able to test outside those windows within the larger consortium spring window.
System enhancements in 2016 prevented students from testing outside their state-specific spring
window, thereby eliminating the need for the Date Time Supplemental File to identify students
who tested outside their state-specific window.

VII.4. SCORE REPORTS
Assessment results were provided to all DLM member states to be reported to
parents/guardians and to educators at state and local education agencies. Individual Student
Score Reports were provided to educators and parents/guardians. Several aggregated reports
were provided to state and local education agencies, including reports for the classroom, school,
district, and state. No changes were made to the aggregated reports or their delivery during
2016. Changes to the Individual Student Score Reports are summarized below. For a complete
description of score reports, including aggregated reports, see Chapter VII of the 2014–2015
Technical Manual – Integrated Model (DLM Consortium, 2016).

VII.4.A. INDIVIDUAL STUDENT SCORE REPORTS
During the 2015–2016 year, minor changes were made to the Individual Student Score Reports.
One change to the content of the Performance Profile was the inclusion of grade and content
performance level descriptors (PLDs). These grade and content PLDs replaced the bulleted list
of skills mastered from 2014–2015. The grade and content PLDs were developed after standard
setting was conducted in 2015 to describe the types of skills typically mastered by students in a
given performance level.
Minor changes were also made to the display of information found in the header of the
Individual Student Score Reports. Additionally, during 2016 Individual Student Score Reports
were delivered via the Educator Portal platform rather than through the secure file transfer
platform that was used in 2015 (for more information on Educator Portal, see Chapter IV of the
2014–2015 Technical Manual – Integrated Model [DLM Consortium, 2016]). A sample Individual
Student Score Report reflecting the 2016 changes is provided in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Page 1 of the performance profile for 2015–2016.

VII.5. QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURES FOR DATA FILES AND SCORE REPORTS
Quality control procedures were updated in 2016 to include automated procedures following a
quality control audit during spring 2016. No changes were made to manual quality control
checks for 2016. For a complete description of quality control procedures, see Chapter VII in the
2014–2015 Technical Manual – Integrated Model (DLM Consortium, 2016).
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VII.5.A. QUALITY CONTROL AUDIT
An audit of the quality control processes was held on March 25, 2016. Attendees included DLM
psychometric staff; the director of Dynamic Learning Maps project; the director of the Center for
Educational Testing and Evaluation (CETE), which houses the DLM project; CETE
psychometric staff; and the director of the Achievement and Assessment Institute, which houses
CETE. Process documentation was created to ensure that established quality control procedures
were clearly outlined and easily comprehensible. The audit meeting concluded that the quality
control procedures currently in place were acceptable, though several enhancements were
suggested for the 2015–2016 reporting cycle. Changes suggested included creation of automated
checks using the R programming language, use of networked workstations to coordinate scorereport generation and review, and the addition of reasonableness checks to ensure that data
retrieved from the database did not contain any unexpected values.

VII.5.B. AUTOMATED QUALITY CONTROL CHECKS
To allow quality control checks to be performed more rapidly and efficiently, R programs were
developed to perform quality control procedures on the GRF and on Individual Student Score
Reports.

VII.5.B.i. GRF Automated Quality Control Program
The first program written to perform automated checks was designed to perform quality
control on the GRF. This program conducts a series of checks that can be organized into three
main steps.
1. Check the data for reasonableness (checks described below).
2. Ensure the number of linkage levels mastered for each student is less than or equal to
the maximum possible value for that grade and subject.
3. Check all EE scores against the original scoring file.
The automated program checks each row of data in the GRF and generates errors for review by
the psychometrics team.
The reasonableness checks ensure that the GRF column names accurately match the data
dictionary provided to states and check the following columns to ensure that data match
defined parameters: Student ID, State Student Identifier, Current Grade Level, Course, Student
Legal First Name, Student Legal Middle Name, Student Legal Last Name, Generation Code,
Username, First Language, Date of Birth, Gender, Comprehensive Race, Hispanic Ethnicity,
Primary Disability Code, ESOL Participation Code, School Entry Date, District Entry Date, State
Entry Date, State, District Code, District, School Code, School, Educator First Name, Educator
Last Name, Educator Username, Final ELA Band, and Final Math Band. If invalid values are
found, they are corrected as necessary by DLM staff and/or state partners during their 2-week
review period.
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VII.5.B.ii. Student Score Reports Automated Quality Control Program
An automated program was developed to support manual review of Individual Student Score
Reports. The program was written to check key values used to generate Individual Student
Score Reports. As the program generates reports, it creates a proofreader file containing the
values that are used to create each score report. These values are then checked against the GRF
to ensure that they are being accurately populated into score reports.
Demographic values including student name, school, district, grade level, state, and state
student identifier are checked to ensure a precise match. Values of skills mastered, performance
levels, conceptual areas tested and mastered, and EEs mastered and tested are also checked to
ensure the correct values are populated, and values referring to the total number of skills, EEs,
or conceptual areas available are checked to ensure they are the correct value for that grade,
subject, and content area.
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VIII. RELIABILITY
The Dynamic Learning Maps® (DLM®) Alternate Assessment System uses nontraditional
psychometric models (diagnostic classification models) to produce student score reports. As
such, evidence for the reliability of scores4 is based on methods that are commensurate with the
models used to produce score reports. As details on modeling are found in Chapter V, this
chapter discusses the methods used to estimate reliability, the factors that are likely to affect
variability in reliability results, and an overall summary of reliability results.
The reliability information presented in this chapter adheres to guidance given in the Standards
for Educational and Psychological Testing (American Educational Research Association [AERA],
American Psychological Association, & National Council on Measurement in Education, 2014).
Simulation studies were conducted to assemble reliability evidence according to the Standards’
assertion that “the general notion of reliability/precision is defined in terms of consistency over
replications of the testing procedure” (AERA et al., 2014, p. 35). The DLM reliability evidence
reported here supports “interpretation for each intended score use,” as Standard 2.0 dictates
(AERA et al., 2014, p. 42). The “appropriate evidence of reliability/precision” (AERA et al., 2014,
p. 42) was assembled using a nontraditional methodology that aligns to the design of the
assessment and interpretations of results.
The procedures used to assemble reliability evidence align with all applicable standards.
Information about alignment with individual standards is provided throughout this chapter.

VIII.1. BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON RELIABILITY METHODS
Reliability estimates quantify the degree of precision in a test score. Expressed another way, a
reliability index specifies how likely scores are to vary from one test administration to another
due to chance. Historically, reliability has been quantified using indices such as the
GuttmanCronbach alpha (Cronbach, 1951; Guttman, 1945), which provides an index of the
proportion of variance in a test score that is due to variance in the trait. Values closer to 1.0
indicate variation in test scores comes from individual differences in the trait, while values
closer to 0.0 indicate variation in test scores comes from random error.
Many traditional measures of reliability exist; their differences are due to assumptions each
makes about the nature of the data from a test. For instance, the SpearmanBrown reliability
formula assumes items are parallel, having equal amounts of information about the trait and
equal variance. The GuttmanCronbach alpha assumes tau-equivalent items (i.e., items with
equal information about the trait but not necessarily equal variances). As such, the alpha
statistic is said to subsume the SpearmanBrown statistic, meaning that if the data meet the
stricter definition of SpearmanBrown, then alpha will be equal to SpearmanBrown. As a

The term results is typically used in place of scores to highlight the fact that DLM assessment
results are not based on scale scores. For ease of reading, the term score is used in this chapter.
4
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result, inherent in any discussion of reliability is the fact that the metric of reliability is accurate
to the extent the assumptions of the test are met.
As the DLM Alternate Assessment System uses a different type of psychometric approach than
is commonly found in contemporary testing programs, the reliability evidence it reports may, at
first, look different from that reported when test scores are produced using traditional
psychometric techniques such as classical test theory or item response theory. Consistent with
traditional reliability approaches, however, is the meaning of all indices reported for DLM
assessments: When a test is perfectly reliable (i.e., it has an index value of 1), any variation in
test scores comes from individual differences in the trait within the sample in which the test
was administered. When a test has zero reliability, then any variation in test scores comes solely
from random error.
As the name suggests, diagnostic classification models (DCMs) are models that produce
classifications as probability estimates for student test-takers. For the DLM system, the
classification estimates are based on the set of content strands, alternate achievement standards,
and levels within standards in which each student was tested. In DLM terms, each content
strand is called a conceptual area, each of which is made up of standards called Essential
Elements (EEs). Each EE is divided into five linkage levels of complexity: Initial Precursor (IP),
Distal Precursor (DP), Proximal Precursor (PP), Target (T), and Successor (S). Conceptual areas
are organized into overarching claims for the content area. In ELA, results are reported for
conceptual areas, while mathematics reports results for claims.
For each linkage level embedded within each EE, DLM testlets were written with items
measuring the listed linkage-level. Because of the DLM administration design, students seldom
took testlets outside of a single linkage level within an EE. Students typically took a single
testlet within a given EE; consequently, data obtained when students responded to testlets at
adjacent linkage levels within an EE are sparse. Therefore, a linkage-level model was used to
estimate examinee proficiency (see Chapter V in this manual for more information).
The DCMs used in psychometric analyses of student test data produced student-level posterior
probabilities for each linkage level for which a student was tested, with a threshold of 0.8
specified for demonstrating mastery (see Chapter VI of the 2014–2015 Technical Manual –
Integrated Model [DLM Consortium, 2016]). To guard against the model being overly influential,
two additional scoring rules were applied. Students also could demonstrate mastery by
providing correct responses to at least 80% of the items measuring the EE and linkage level.
Furthermore, because students often did not test at more than one linkage level within an EE,
students who did not meet mastery status for any tested linkage level were assigned mastery
status for the linkage level two levels below the lowest level in which they were tested (unless
the lowest level tested was either the IP or DP levels, in which case students were considered
nonmasters of all linkage levels within the EE).
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DLM score reports display linkage-level mastery for each EE. Linkage-level results are also
aggregated for EEs within each conceptual area in ELA and each claim in mathematics.5 Score
reports also summarize overall performance in each content area with a performance-level
classification. The classification is determined by summing all linkage levels mastered in the
content area and comparing the value with cut points determined during standard setting. For
more information on cut points, see Chapter VI of the 2014–2015 Technical Manual – Integrated
Model (DLM Consortium 2016). For more information on score reports, see Chapter VII in this
manual.
Consistent with the levels at which DLM results are reported, this chapter provides six types of
reliability evidence: (a) classification to overall performance level (performance-level reliability);
(b) the total number of linkage levels mastered within a content area (content-area reliability;
provided for ELA and mathematics); (c) the number of linkage levels mastered within each
conceptual area for ELA and claim for mathematics (conceptual-area and claim reliability,
respectively); (d) the number of linkage levels mastered within each EE (EE reliability); (e) the
classification accuracy of each linkage level within each EE (linkage-level reliability); and (f)
classification accuracy summarized for the five linkage levels (conditional evidence by linkage
level). As described in the next section, reliability evidence comes from simulation studies in
which model-specific test data are generated for students with known levels of attribute
mastery.
Each type of reliability evidence provides various correlation coefficients. Correlation estimates
mirror estimates of reliability from contemporary measures such as the Guttman–Cronbach
alpha. For performance-level and EE reliability, the polychoric correlation estimates the
relationship between two ordinal variables: true performance level or number of linkage levels
mastered and estimated value. For content-area reliability and conceptual-area or claim
reliability, the Pearson correlation estimates the relationship between the true and estimated
numbers of linkage levels mastered. Finally, for linkage-level and conditional evidence by
linkage-level reliability, the tetrachoric correlation estimates the relationship between true and
estimated linkage-level mastery statuses. The tetrachoric correlation is a special case of the
polychoric in which the variables are discrete. Both the polychoric and tetrachoric correlations
provide more accurate estimates of relationships between ordinal and discrete variables that
would otherwise be attenuated using the traditional correlation (i.e., the Pearson coefficient).
Each type of reliability evidence also produces correct classification rates (raw and chance
corrected), indicating the proportion of estimated classifications that match true classifications.
The chance-corrected classification rate, kappa, represents the proportion of error reduced

5

Because of differences in the organization of the test blueprints, Individual Student Score
Reports in mathematics summarize students’ results for EEs measuring each claim, while those in ELA
summarize students’ results for EEs measuring each conceptual area. Reliability evidence for each
content area is provided consistent with the level used to summarize performance in the student
reports.
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above chance. Kappa values above .6 indicate substantial-to-perfect agreement between
estimated and true values (Landis & Koch, 1977).
With the classification methods of DCMs based on discrete statuses of an examinee, reliabilityestimation methods based on item response theory estimates of ability are not applicable. In
particular, standard errors of measurement (inversely related to reliability) that are conditional
on a continuous trait are based on the calculation of Fisher’s information, which involves taking
the second derivative-model likelihood function with respect to the latent trait. When
classifications are the latent traits, however, the likelihood is not a smooth function regarding
levels of the trait and therefore cannot be differentiated (e.g., Henson & Douglas, 2005; Templin
& Bradshaw, 2013). In other words, because diagnostic classification modeling does not
produce a total score or scale score, traditional methods of calculating conditional standard
errors of measurement are not appropriate. Rather, an alternative method is presented whereby
reliability evidence is summarized for each linkage level. Since linkage levels are intended to
represent varying levels of skills and abilities, reliability provided at each level is analogous to
conditional reliability evidence.

VIII.2. METHODS OF OBTAINING RELIABILITY EVIDENCE
Standard 2.1: “The range of replications over which reliability/precision is being evaluated
should be clearly stated, along with a rationale for the choice of this definition, given the testing
situation” (AERA et al., 2014, p. 42).
Because the DLM psychometric model produces complex mastery results summarized at
multiple levels of reporting (performance level, content area, conceptual area or claim, EE, and
linkage levels) rather than a traditional raw or scale score value, methods for evaluating
reliability were based on simulation. Simulation has a long history of use in deriving reliability
evidence; large testing programs such as the Graduate Record Examination report reliability
results based on simulation (e.g., Educational Testing Service, 2016). With respect to DCMs,
simulation-based reliability has been used in a number of studies (e.g., Bradshaw, Izsák,
Templin, & Jacobson, 2014; Templin & Bradshaw, 2013). For a simulation-based method of
computing reliability, the approach is to generate simulated examinees with known
characteristics, simulate test data using calibrated-model parameters, score the test data using
calibrated-model parameters, and finally compare estimated examinee characteristics with
those characteristics known to be true in the simulation. For DLM assessments, the known
characteristics of the simulated examinees are the set of linkage levels the examinee has
mastered and not mastered.
The use of simulation is necessitated by two factors: the assessment blueprint and the
classification-based results that such administrations give. The method provides results
consistent with classical reliability metrics in that perfect reliability is evidenced by consistency
in classification, and zero reliability is evidenced by a lack of classification consistency. In the
end, reliability simulation replicates DLM versions of scores from actual examinees based upon
the actual set of items each examinee has taken. Therefore, this simulation provides a replication
of the administered items for the examinees. Because the simulation is based on a replication of
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the exact same items that were administered to examinees, the two administrations are perfectly
parallel. However, the use of simulation produces approximate estimates of reliability, which
are contingent on the accuracy of the current scoring model.
The simulation used to estimate reliabilities for DLM versions of scores and classifications takes
into consideration the unique design and administration of DLM assessments. Specifically,
students who completed instructionally embedded assessments throughout the academic year,
in addition to taking assessments during a spring window. Wide variation in terms of the
number of items tested exists across students, depending on blueprint coverage, with some
students taking a large number of items and some students taking only minimal items per EE.

VIII.2.A. RELIABILITY SAMPLING PROCEDURE
The simulation design that was used to obtain the reliability estimates developed a resampling
design to mirror the trends existing in the DLM assessment data. In accordance with Standard
2.1, the sampling design used the entire set of operational testing data to generate simulated
examinees. Using this process guarantees that the simulation takes on characteristics of the
DLM operational test data that are likely to affect the reliability results. For one simulated
examinee, the process was as follows:
1. Draw with replacement the student record of one student from the operational testing
data (instructionally embedded and spring windows). Use the student’s originally scored
pattern of linkage-level mastery and nonmastery as the true values for the simulated
student data.
2. Simulate a new set of item responses to the set of items administered to the student in
the operational testlet. Item responses are simulated from calibrated-model parameters6 for
the items of the testlet, conditional on the profile of linkage-level mastery or nonmastery for
the student.
3. Score the simulated-item responses using the operational DLM scoring procedure
(described in Chapter V),7 producing estimates of linkage-level mastery or nonmastery for
the simulated student.
4. Compare the estimated linkage-level mastery or nonmastery to the known values from
Step 2 for all linkage levels for which the student was administered items.
5. Repeat Steps 1 through 4 for 2,000,000 simulated students.
Figure 13 shows Steps 1 through 4 of the simulation process as a flow chart.

6

Calibrated-model parameters were treated as true and fixed values for the simulation.
All three scoring rules were included when scoring the simulated responses to be consistent with
the operational scoring procedure. The scoring rules are described further in Chapter V.
7
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Figure 13. Simulation process for creating reliability evidence.
Note. LL = linkage level.

VIII.2.B. RELIABILITY EVIDENCE
Standard 2.2: “The evidence provided for the reliability/precision of the scores should be
consistent with the domain of replications associated with the testing procedures, and with the
intended interpretations for use of the test scores” (AERA et al., 2014, p. 42).
Standard 2.5: “Reliability estimation procedures should be consistent with the structure of the
test” (AERA et al., 2014, p. 43).
Standard 2.12: “If a test is proposed for use in several grades or over a range of ages, and if
separate norms are provided for each grade or each age range, reliability/precision data should
be provided for each age or grade-level subgroup, not just for all grades or ages combined”
(AERA et al., 2014, p. 45).
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Standard 2.16: “When a test or combination of measures is used to make classification decisions,
estimates should be provided of the percentage of test-takers who would be classified in the
same way on two [or more] replications of the procedure” (AERA et al., 2014, p. 46).
Standard 2.19: “Each method of quantifying the reliability/precision of scores should be
described clearly and expressed in terms of statistics appropriate to the method” (AERA et al.,
2014, p. 47).
Reliability evidence is given for six levels of data, each important in the DLM testing design: (a)
performance-level reliability, (b) content-area reliability, (c) conceptual-area or claim reliability,
(d) EE reliability, (e) linkage-level reliability, and (f) conditional reliability by linkage level. With
255 EEs, each with five linkage levels, 1,275 analyses were conducted to summarize reliability.
Because of the number of analyses, the reported evidence will be summarized in this chapter.
Full reporting of reliability evidence for all 1,275 linkage levels and 255 EEs is provided in an
online appendix (http://dynamiclearningmaps.org/reliabevid). The full set of evidence is
provided in accordance with Standard 2.12.
Reporting reliability at six levels ensures that the simulation and resulting reliability evidence
were conducted in accordance with Standard 2.2. Additionally, providing reliability evidence
for each of the six levels ensures that these reliability-estimation procedures meet Standard 2.5.

VIII.2.B.i. Performance-Level Reliability Evidence
Results from DLM assessments are reported using four performance levels. The total linkage
levels mastered in each content area is summed, and cut points are applied to distinguish
between performance categories.
Performance-level reliability provides evidence for how reliably students were classified into
the four performance levels for each content area and grade level. Because performance level is
based on total linkage levels mastered, large fluctuations in the number of linkage levels
mastered, or fluctuation around the cut points, could affect how reliably students are classified
to performance categories. The performance-level reliability evidence is based on the true and
estimated performance level (based on estimated total number of linkage levels mastered and
predetermined cut points) for a given content area. Three statistics are included to provide a
comprehensive summary of results. The specific metrics were chosen because of their
interpretability.
1. The polychoric correlation between the true and estimated performance level within a
grade and content area
2. The correct classification rate between the true and estimated performance level within a
grade and content area
3. The correct classification kappa between the true and estimated performance level
within a grade and content area
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Table 38 shows this information across all grades and content areas. Polychoric correlations
between true and estimated performance levels range from .967 to .995. Correct classification
rates range from 0.853 to 0.923 and Cohen’s kappa values are between 0.867 and 0.967. These
results indicate that the DLM scoring procedure of assigning and reporting performance levels
based on total linkage levels mastered results in reliable classification of students to
performance level categories.
Table 38. Summary of Performance-Level Reliability Evidence
Grade

Content
Area

Polychoric
Correlation

Correct
Classification
Rate

Cohen’s
Kappa

3

English language arts

0.985

0.868

0.933

3

Mathematics

0.977

0.872

0.899

4

English language arts

0.981

0.903

0.948

4

Mathematics

0.984

0.876

0.921

5

English language arts

0.984

0.879

0.934

5

Mathematics

0.982

0.873

0.920

6

English language arts

0.987

0.886

0.938

6

Mathematics

0.972

0.853

0.892

7

English language arts

0.987

0.895

0.943

7

Mathematics

0.981

0.880

0.908

8

English language arts

0.990

0.885

0.947

8

Mathematics

0.981

0.893

0.901

9

English language arts

0.994

0.923

0.967

9

Mathematics

0.980

0.878

0.922

10

English language arts

0.995

0.918

0.966

10

Mathematics

0.967

0.861

0.867

11

English language arts

0.992

0.894

0.952

11

Mathematics

0.976

0.870

0.896

12

English language arts

0.993

0.904

0.958
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VIII.2.B.ii. Content-Area Reliability Evidence
Content-area reliability provides consistency evidence for the number of linkage levels
mastered across all EEs for a given content area and grade level. Because students are assessed
on multiple linkage levels within a content area, content-area reliability evidence is similar to
reliability evidence for testing programs that use summative assessments to describe contentarea performance. That is, the number of linkage levels mastered within a content area can be
thought of as being analogous to the number of items answered correctly (e.g., total score) in a
different type of testing program.
Content-area reliability evidence compares the true and estimated number of linkage levels
mastered across all tested levels for a given content area. Reliability is reported with three
summary numbers.
1. The Pearson correlation between the true and estimated number of linkage levels
mastered within a content area
2. The correct classification rate for which linkage levels were mastered as averaged across
all simulated students
3. The correct classification kappa for which linkage levels were mastered as averaged
across all simulated students
Table 39 shows the three summary values for each grade and content area. Classification-rate
information is provided in accordance with Standard 2.16. The two summary statistics included
in Table 39 also meet Standard 2.19.
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Table 39. Summary of Content-Area Reliability Evidence
Grade

Content
Area

Linkage Levels
Mastered
Correlation

Average
Student Correct
Classification

Average
Student
Cohen’s
Kappa

3

English language arts

0.982

0.985

0.970

3

Mathematics

0.965

0.987

0.974

4

English language arts

0.986

0.987

0.974

4

Mathematics

0.977

0.986

0.970

5

English language arts

0.983

0.984

0.967

5

Mathematics

0.974

0.986

0.971

6

English language arts

0.984

0.984

0.967

6

Mathematics

0.958

0.985

0.967

7

English language arts

0.987

0.984

0.968

7

Mathematics

0.969

0.988

0.977

8

English language arts

0.986

0.983

0.965

8

Mathematics

0.968

0.989

0.978

9

English language arts

0.992

0.991

0.983

9

Mathematics

0.968

0.992

0.987

10

English language arts

0.993

0.991

0.983

10

Mathematics

0.950

0.991

0.983

11

English language arts

0.989

0.986

0.973

11

Mathematics

0.963

0.992

0.986

12

English language arts

0.991

0.989

0.978

From the table, it is evident that content-area reliability, as demonstrated by the correlation
between true and estimated number of linkage levels mastered, ranges from .950 to .993. These
values indicate the DLM scoring procedure of reporting the number of linkage levels mastered
provides reliable results of student performance.
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VIII.2.B.iii. Conceptual-Area and Claim-Reliability Evidence
Within each content area, students are assessed on multiple content strands. These strands of
related EEs describe the overarching sections of the learning map model upon which DLM
assessments are developed (see Chapter II in DLM Consortium, 2016 for more information). The
strands used for reporting are the conceptual areas in ELA and claims in mathematics. Because
Individual Student Score Reports summarize the number and percentage of linkage levels
students mastered in each conceptual area in ELA and each claim in mathematics (see Chapter
VII for more information), reliability evidence is also provided at these levels in their respective
content areas.
Reliability at the conceptual area or claim level provides consistency evidence for the number of
linkage levels mastered across all EEs in each conceptual area for each grade in ELA and each
claim for each grade in mathematics. Because conceptual area and claim reporting summarizes
the total linkage levels a student mastered, the statistics reported for conceptual-area or claim
reliability are the same as described for content-area reliability.
Conceptual-area and claim-reliability evidence compares the true and estimated number of
linkage levels mastered across all tested levels for each conceptual area and claim respectively.
Reliability is reported with three summary numbers.
1. The Pearson correlation between the true and estimated number of linkage levels
mastered within a conceptual area in ELA and claim in mathematics
2. The correct classification rate for which linkage levels were mastered as averaged across
all simulated students for each conceptual area in ELA and claim in mathematics
3. The correct classification kappa for which linkage levels were mastered as averaged
across all simulated students for each conceptual area in ELA and claim in mathematics
Table 40 and Table 41 show the three summary values for each conceptual area or claim, by
grade, for ELA and mathematics respectively. Values range from 0.552 to 0.999 in ELA and from
0.668 to 0.998 in mathematics, indicating that overall the DLM method of reporting the total and
percentage of linkage levels mastered by conceptual area or claim results in values that can be
reliably reproduced. The lowest value of 0.552 was observed for ELA.C1.1, which measures a
single EE. The calibrated parameters for the Proximal Precursor level indicated it had low
discrimination between masters and nonmasters, which likely affected the reliability estimate.
Test development teams will evaluate the items to determine if changes are needed.
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Table 40. Summary of ELA Conceptual-Area Reliability Evidence
Grade

Conceptual
Area

Linkage Levels
Mastered
Correlation

Average Student
Correct
Classification

Average
Student Cohen’s
Kappa

3
3
3
3
4
4

ELA.C1.1
ELA.C1.2
ELA.C1.3
ELA.C2.1
ELA.C1.1
ELA.C1.2

0.957
0.938
0.921
0.916
0.965
0.906

0.994
0.996
0.998
0.996
0.995
0.994

0.991
0.995
0.998
0.995
0.993
0.991

4
4
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
9
9
9
9

ELA.C1.3
ELA.C2.1
ELA.C1.1
ELA.C1.2
ELA.C1.3
ELA.C2.1
ELA.C1.1
ELA.C1.2
ELA.C1.3
ELA.C2.1
ELA.C1.1
ELA.C1.2
ELA.C1.3
ELA.C2.1
ELA.C1.1
ELA.C1.2
ELA.C1.3
ELA.C2.1
ELA.C1.2
ELA.C1.3
ELA.C2.1
ELA.C2.2

0.886
0.993
0.964
0.940
0.936
0.977
0.552
0.964
0.921
0.989
0.871
0.959
0.922
0.980
0.737
0.945
0.910
0.995
0.981
0.950
0.991
0.988

0.998
0.998
0.997
0.991
0.998
0.998
0.992
0.993
0.996
0.998
0.998
0.994
0.996
0.995
0.997
0.989
0.993
0.998
0.996
0.994
0.998
0.999

0.998
0.998
0.997
0.986
0.997
0.998
0.989
0.990
0.994
0.998
0.998
0.990
0.994
0.993
0.997
0.982
0.991
0.998
0.995
0.991
0.997
0.999

10
10

ELA.C1.2
ELA.C1.3

0.981
0.954

0.997
0.995

0.996
0.992

10
10
11
11

ELA.C2.1
ELA.C2.2
ELA.C1.2
ELA.C1.3

0.990
0.988
0.970
0.929

0.998
0.999
0.995
0.990

0.997
0.999
0.994
0.984
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Grade

Conceptual
Area

Linkage Levels
Mastered
Correlation

Average Student
Correct
Classification

Average
Student Cohen’s
Kappa

11
11

ELA.C2.1
ELA.C2.2

0.991
0.954

0.998
0.998

0.997
0.997

12
12

ELA.C1.2
ELA.C1.3

0.977
0.939

0.995
0.992

0.994
0.987

12
12

ELA.C2.1
ELA.C2.2

0.991
0.962

0.998
0.998

0.997
0.998

Table 41. Summary of Mathematics Claim-Reliability Evidence
Grade

3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
8
8
8

Claim

M.C1
M.C2
M.C3
M.C4
M.C1
M.C2
M.C3
M.C4
M.C1
M.C2
M.C3
M.C4
M.C1
M.C2
M.C3
M.C4
M.C1
M.C2
M.C3
M.C4
M.C1
M.C2
M.C3
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Linkage Levels
Mastered
Correlation

Average Student
Correct
Classification

Average
Student Cohen’s
Kappa

0.934
0.806
0.900
0.853
0.942
0.927
0.942
0.910
0.947
0.937
0.916
0.668
0.932
0.920
0.839
0.881
0.950
0.939
0.851
0.837
0.891
0.929
0.881

0.997
0.998
0.995
0.997
0.996
0.997
0.997
0.997
0.995
0.998
0.996
0.997
0.996
0.998
0.998
0.994
0.995
0.997
0.998
0.998
0.996
0.997
0.998

0.996
0.997
0.994
0.997
0.995
0.996
0.996
0.996
0.992
0.998
0.994
0.996
0.994
0.998
0.998
0.992
0.993
0.997
0.997
0.998
0.994
0.997
0.998
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Grade

Claim

Linkage Levels
Mastered
Correlation

Average Student
Correct
Classification

Average
Student Cohen’s
Kappa

8
9

M.C4
M.C1

0.924
0.949

0.997
0.997

0.996
0.996

9
9

M.C2
M.C4

0.935
0.859

0.997
0.997

0.996
0.997

10
10

M.C1
M.C2

0.694
0.806

0.998
0.998

0.997
0.998

10
10

M.C3
M.C4

0.923
0.917

0.997
0.997

0.996
0.996

11
11

M.C1
M.C2

0.903
0.873

0.997
0.998

0.997
0.998

11
11

M.C3
M.C4

0.777
0.936

0.998
0.996

0.998
0.995

VIII.2.B.iv. Essential-Element Reliability Evidence
Moving from higher-level aggregation to EEs, the reliability evidence shifts slightly. That is,
because EEs are collections of linkage levels with an implied order, the highest linkage level
mastered per EE, rather than for the whole content area is examined. If one considers contentarea scores as total scores from an entire test, evidence at the EE level is more fine-grained than
reporting at a content-area strand level, which is commonly reported for other testing
programs. Essential Elements are the specific standards within the content area itself.
Three statistics are used to summarize reliability evidence for EEs.
1. The polychoric correlation between true and estimated numbers of linkage levels
mastered within an EE
2. The correct classification rate for the number of linkage levels mastered within an EE
3. The correct classification kappa for the number of linkage levels mastered within an EE
Because there are 255 EEs, the summaries reported herein are based on the number and
proportion of EEs that fall within a given range of an index value. Results are given in both
tabular and graphical forms. Table 42 and Figure 14 provide proportions and the number of
EEs, respectively, falling within prespecified ranges of values for the three reliability summary
statistics (i.e., correct classification rate, kappa, and correlation). In general, the reliability
summaries for number of linkage levels mastered within EEs show strong evidence of
reliability.
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Table 42. Reliability Summaries Across All EEs: Proportion of EEs Falling Within a Specified Index
Range
Reliability
Index

Index Range
<.60

.60.64

.65.69

.70.74

.75.79

.80.84

.85.89

.90.94

.951.0

Polychoric
Correlation

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.012

0.027

0.188

0.486

0.286

Correct
Classification
Rate

0.000

0.000

0.008

0.008

0.047

0.247

0.404

0.231

0.055

Kappa

0.000

0.004

0.004

0.024

0.031

0.129

0.282

0.365

0.161

Figure 14. Number of linkage levels mastered within EE reliability summaries.
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VIII.2.B.v. Linkage-Level Reliability Evidence
Evidence at the linkage level comes from the comparison of true and estimated mastery statuses
for each of the 1,275 linkage levels in the operational DLM assessment.8 This level of reliability
reporting is even more fine-grained than the EE level. While it does not have a comparable
classical test theory or item response theory analog, its inclusion is important because it is the
level where mastery classifications are made for DLM assessments.
As one example, Table 43 shows a simulated table from the PP linkage level of the EE,
M.EE.MD.3.4.
Table 43. Example of True and Estimated Mastery Status from Reliability Simulation for Proximal
Precursor Linkage Level of EE M.EE.MD.3.4
Estimated Mastery Status

True Mastery Status

Nonmaster

Master

Nonmaster

574

235

Master

83

592

The summary statistics reported are all based on tables like this one: the comparison of true and
estimated mastery statuses across all simulated examinees. As with any contingency table, a
number of summary statistics are possible.
For each statistic, figures are given comparing the results of all 1,275 linkage levels. Three
summary statistics are presented:
1. The tetrachoric correlation between estimated and true mastery status
2. The correct classification rate for the mastery status of each linkage level
3. The correct classification kappa for the mastery status of each linkage level
As there are 1,275 total linkage levels across all 255 EEs, the summaries reported herein are
based on the proportion and number of linkage levels that fall within a given range of an index
value. Results are given in both tabular and graphical form. Table 44 and Figure 15 provide
proportions and number of linkage levels, respectively, that fall within prespecified ranges of
values for the three reliability summary statistics (i.e., correct classification rate, kappa, and

The linkage-level reliability evidence presented here focuses on consistency of measurement
given student responses to items. For more information on how students were assigned linkage levels
during assessment, see Chapter 3 – Pilot Administration: Initialization and Chapter 4 – Adaptive
Delivery.
8
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correlation). The kappa value for one linkage level could not be computed because all students
were labeled as masters of the linkage level.
The correlations and correct classification rates show reliability evidence for the classification of
mastery at the linkage level. Across all linkage levels, five had tetrachoric correlation values
below 0.6, zero had a correct classification rate below 0.6, and 49 had a kappa value below 0.6.
Table 44. Reliability Summaries Across All Linkage Levels: Proportion of Linkage Levels Falling Within
a Specified Index Range
Reliability
Index

Index Range
<.60

.60.64

.65.69

.70.74

.75.79

.80.84

.85.89

.90.94

.951.0

Tetrachoric
Correlation

0.004

0.001

0.002

0.002

0.002

0.010

0.017

0.096

0.866

Correct
Classification
Rate

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.001

0.002

0.006

0.058

0.330

0.603

Kappa

0.038

0.016

0.021

0.057

0.104

0.177

0.221

0.181

0.184
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Figure 15. Linkage-level reliability summaries.

VIII.2.B.vi. Conditional Reliability Evidence by Linkage Level
Traditional assessment programs often report conditional standard errors of measurement to
indicate how the precision of measurement differs along the score continuum. The DLM
assessment system does not report total or scale score values. However, because DLM
assessments were designed to span the continuum of students’ varying skills and abilities as
defined by the five linkage levels, evidence of reliability can be summarized for each linkage
level to approximate conditional evidence over all EEs, similar to a conditional standard error of
measurement for a total score.
Conditional reliability evidence by linkage level is based on the true and estimated mastery
statuses for each linkage level, summarized by each of the five levels. Results are reported using
the same three statistics used for the overall linkage-level reliability evidence (tetrachoric
correlation, correct classification rate, and kappa).
Figure 16 provides the number of linkage levels that fall within prespecified ranges of values for
the three reliability summary statistics (i.e., tetrachoric correlation, correct classification rate,
and kappa). The correlations and correct classification rates generally indicate that all three
linkage levels provide reliable classifications of student mastery, with results being fairly
consistent across all linkage levels for each of the three statistics reported.
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Figure 16. Conditional reliability evidence summarized by linkage level.

VIII.3. CONCLUSION
In summary, reliability measures for the DLM assessment system addressed the standards set
forth by AERA et al., 2014. The methods used were consistent with assumptions of diagnostic
classification modeling and yielded evidence to support the argument for internal consistency
of the program for each level of reporting. Because the reliability results are dependent upon
the model used to calibrate and score the assessment, any changes to the model or evidence
obtained when evaluating model fit would also affect reliability results. As with any selected
methodology for evaluating reliability, the current results assume that the model and model
parameters used to score DLM assessments are correct. However, unlike other traditional
measures of reliability that often require unattainable assumptions about equivalent test forms,
the simulation method described in this chapter provides a replication of the exact same test
items (perfectly parallel forms) which theoretically reduces the amount of variance that may be
found in test scores across administrations. Furthermore, while results in general may be higher
than those observed for some traditionally scored assessments, research suggests that DCMs
have higher reliability with fewer items (e.g., Templin & Bradshaw, 2013), suggesting the results
are expected.
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IX. VALIDITY STUDIES
The preceding chapters and the 2014–2015 Technical Manual – Integrated Model (DLM
Consortium, 2016) provide evidence in support of the overall validity argument for scores
produced by the Dynamic Learning Maps® (DLM®) Alternate Assessment System. Chapter IX
presents additional evidence collected during 2015–2016 for three of the four critical sources of
evidence as described in Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (AERA et al., 2014):
evidence based on test content, internal structure, and consequences of testing. Evidence for the
fourth source, response process, along with additional evidence for the other three sources, can
be found in Chapter IX of the 2014–2015 Technical Manual – Integrated Model (DLM Consortium,
2016).

IX.1. EVIDENCE BASED ON TEST CONTENT
Evidence based on test content relates to the evidence “obtained from an analysis of the
relationship between the content of the test and the construct it is intended to measure” (AERA
et al., 2014, p. 14). The validity study presented in this section provides data collected during
the 2015–2016 year regarding blueprint coverage and student opportunity to learn the assessed
content. For additional evidence based on test content, including the alignment of test content to
content standards via the DLM maps (which underlie the assessment system), and analysis of
instructionally embedded assessment blueprint coverage in 2014–2015, see Chapter IX of the
2014–2015 Technical Manual – Integrated Model (DLM Consortium, 2016).

IX.1.A. EVALUATION OF BLUEPRINT COVERAGE
While the external alignment study summarized in Chapter IX of the 2014–2015 Technical
Manual – Integrated Model (DLM Consortium, 2016) provided evidence of the alignment of
available testlets, the study did not address the alignment of assessments administered to
individual students. The integrated model blueprints are unique in that they specify a pool of
Essential Elements (EEs) that are available for testing throughout the school year and the
teacher is responsible for choosing the EEs for assessment from within that pool to meet a set of
criteria (e.g., “Choose three EEs from within Claim 1”; see Chapter IV in 2014–2015 Technical
Manual – Integrated Model (DLM Consortium, 2016) for additional information). Teachers are
responsible for making sure blueprint coverage is attained; they are also able to test beyond
what is required by the blueprint to support instruction if they choose. Instructionally
embedded assessments are used along with spring assessments to calculate results used for
summative purposes.
The purpose of the following analysis was to examine the number of EEs chosen during
instructionally embedded assessment in 2015–2016, relative to the number required by the
blueprint. This analysis was conducted as a follow-up of the investigation of content coverage
provided in Chapter IX of the 2014–2015 Technical Manual – Integrated Model (DLM Consortium,
2016).
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During 2015–2016, there was a single instructionally embedded window during which teachers
were able to create instructional plans and deliver instructionally embedded assessments. The
window was available from November 2015 through February 2016. Using the same procedure
as was used in 2014–2015, teachers selected the EEs their students would test on from among
those available on the English language arts (ELA) and mathematics blueprints. This section
briefly summarizes the EE choices teachers made during these testing windows.
Table 45 summarizes the expected number of EEs required to meet blueprint coverage and the
total number of EEs available for instructionally embedded assessment for each grade and
content area. A total of 255 EEs (148 in ELA and 107 in mathematics) for grades 3 through high
school were available during instructionally embedded testing. A total of 16,377 students
participated in the instructionally embedded window in grades 3 through high school.
Histograms in Appendix A summarize the distribution of total unique EEs assessed per student
in each grade and content area.9
Table 45. Essential Elements Expected and Available for Assessment, by Grade and Subject
ELA
Grade

Mathematics

Expected n

Available N

Expected n

Available N

3

8

17

6

11

4

9

17

8

16

5

8

19

7

15

6

9

19

6

11

7

11

18

7

14

8

11

20

7

14

9–10

10

19

6

26

11–12

10

19

—

—

Note. In high school mathematics, a total of 26 EEs are available for the 9-11 grade band. While
EEs are assigned to specific grades in the blueprint (eight EEs in grade 9, nine EEs in grade 10,
and nine EEs in grade 11), a teacher could choose to test on any of the high school EEs, as they
were all available in the system.
As in 2014–2015, across both content areas and all grades, most teachers covered the exact
number of EEs required by the blueprint. However, some students did test on more or fewer
than that number during the instructionally embedded window. Table 46 summarizes the
number and percentage of students in three categories: students who did not meet the required
Students testing in Iowa are evaluated against an Iowa-specific blueprint requiring a different
number of EEs than the consortium. Their values are reported separately in the histograms.
9
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number of EEs, students who exceeded the required number of EEs, and students who met the
required number of EEs exactly.
Table 46. Number and Percentage of Students in Each Blueprint Coverage Category by Content Area
Coverage
Category

ELA

Mathematics

n

%

n

%

Not Met

4,933

26.1

7,295

39.5

Met

8,803

46.6

8,250

44.6

Exceeded

5,169

27.3

2,943

15.9

Scoring for the DLM assessment is reported using four performance levels: Emerging,
Approaching the Target, At Target, and Advanced. Table 47 summarizes the distribution of
students in each performance level by content area and category of blueprint coverage. Among
students who exceeded blueprint-coverage requirements, a larger percentage of them were at
the Advanced performance level. Similarly, among students who did not meet the number of
required EEs, a larger percentage of students were at the Emerging performance level.
Table 47. Percentage of Students in Each Performance Level by Content Area and Blueprint Coverage
Category
Performance Level

ELA

Mathematics

Not Met
%

Met
%

Exceeded
%

Not Met
%

Met
%

Exceeded
%

Emerging

41.0

31.2

29.7

60.7

50.2

38.2

Approaching the Target

23.4

22.9

21.1

28.8

31.4

30.9

At Target

33.9

35.8

27.0

9.7

14.2

17.8

Advanced

1.8

10.2

22.2

0.8

4.1

13.2

Prior to taking any DLM assessments, educators complete the First Contact survey for each
student, which is a survey of learner characteristics. Responses from the ELA, mathematics, and
expressive communication portions of the survey are used to calculate the student’s complexity
band for each content area. (For more information, see Chapter IV of DLM Consortium, 2016.)
The complexity band is used to recommend the appropriate, corresponding linkage level
during instructionally embedded assessment and to assign the first linkage-level testlet during
spring if the EE was not previously assessed. Table 48 summarizes the percentage of students in
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each complexity band based on category of blueprint coverage. Overall, the distribution of
students to First Contact complexity band is largely the same across coverage categories.
Table 48. Percentage of Students in Each Complexity Band by Content Area and Category of Blueprint
Coverage
Complexity
Band

ELA

Mathematics

Not Met
%

Met
%

Exceeded
%

Not Met
%

Met
%

Exceeded
%

Foundational

33.0

32.6

32.2

33.4

34.4

33.4

1

38.2

36.8

35.2

37.3

40.2

39.8

2

14.3

15.8

16.5

13.5

10.8

8.7

3

14.5

14.8

16.1

15.8

14.6

18.0

To maximize blueprint coverage, students who were assessed on fewer EEs than needed during
instructionally embedded assessment were administered testlets aligned to missing EEs during
the spring window. Undercoverage of the blueprint during instructionally embedded
assessment may have been due to the delay of the start of the instructionally embedded
window until November 2015. Improvement in blueprint coverage is described in Chapter XI.

IX.1.B. OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN
After completing administration of the spring 2016 operational assessments, teachers were
invited to complete a survey about the assessment administration process, which included the
same items that were available in the spring 2015 survey. All educators who had administered a
DLM assessment during the spring 2016 window (N = 6,241) were invited to respond to the
survey. State partners announced the availability of the survey and encouraged teachers’
participation. A total of 915 teachers responded, yielding an overall response rate of 14.7%, an
increase of 0.8 percentage points from 2015. Future teacher surveys are planned for
administration within the Kansas Interactive Testing Engine (KITE® ), which will allow for
examining the representativeness of the sample of teachers responding and improve ease of
responding, which should improve responses rates in 2017 and beyond.
The survey served several purposes.10 One item provided preliminary information about the
relationship between the learning opportunities that students had prior to testing and the test
content (testlets) they encountered on the assessment. The survey asked teachers to indicate
whether they judged the test content, across all testlets, to be aligned with their instruction;
Table 49 reports the results. Overall, the frequency distribution ranged from no testlets

10

Results for other items are reported in Chapter IV in this manual and later in this chapter.
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matching instruction to five or more testlets matching in both mathematics and ELA. More
specific measures of instructional alignment are planned.
Table 49. Number of Testlets That Matched Instruction, Spring 2016
Number of Testlets

ELA

Mathematics

n

%

n

%

0

39

4.9

37

4.7

1

89

11.2

115

14.7

2

117

14.8

158

20.2

3

143

18.0

150

19.2

4

140

17.7

119

15.2

5 or more

265

33.4

204

26.1

Note. Students receive five testlets during the spring window.

IX.2. EVIDENCE BASED ON RESPONSE PROCESSES
The study of the response processes of test-takers provides evidence regarding the fit between
the test construct and the nature of how students actually experience test content (AERA, APA,
& NCME, 2014). The validity study presented in this section provides survey data collected in
spring 2016 regarding teacher feedback on students’ abilities to respond to testlets. For
additional evidence based on response process, including studies on student and teacher
behaviors during testlet administration, and evidence of fidelity of administration, see Chapter
IX of the 2014–2015 Technical Manual – Integrated Model (DLM Consortium, 2016).

IX.2.A. EVALUATION OF TEST ADMINISTRATION
Teachers provided feedback after administering spring operational assessments in 2016. Survey
data that inform evaluations of assumptions regarding response processes include teacher
perceptions of student ability to respond as intended, free of barriers, and teacher perceptions of
the ease of administering teacher-administered testlets.11
The spring 2016 teacher survey included three items about students’ ability to respond.
Teachers were asked to use a 4-point scale (Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Agree, or Strongly Agree)
to rate statements about the students with the best and worst experiences. Results are combined
in the summary presented in Table 50. The majority of teachers Agreed or Strongly Agreed that
their students (a) responded to items to the best of their knowledge ability; (b) were able to

Recruitment and response information for this survey was provided earlier in this chapter.

11
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respond regardless of disability, behavior, or health concerns; and (c) had access to all supports
necessary to participate. These results are similar to those observed in 2015.
Table 50. Teacher Perceptions of Student Experience with Testlets, Spring 2016
Statement

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Students responded to items to the best of
their knowledge and ability.

170

11.3

203

13.4

761

50.4

377

24.5

Students were able to respond regardless
of disability, behavior, or health concerns.

268

17.8

257

17.1

746

49.5

236

15.7

82

5.4

128

8.5

885

58.7

412

27.3

Student had access to all supports
necessary to participate.

IX.3. EVIDENCE BASED ON INTERNAL STRUCTURE
Analyses that address the internal structure of an assessment indicate the degree to which
“relationships among test items and test components conform to the construct on which the
proposed test score interpretations are based” (AERA et al., 2014, p. 16). Given the
heterogeneous nature of the student population, statistical analyses can examine whether
particular items function differently for specific subgroups (e.g., male versus female).

IX.3.A. EVALUATION OF ITEM-LEVEL BIAS
Differential item functioning (DIF) addresses the broad problem created when some test items
are “asked in such a way that certain groups of examinees who are knowledgeable about the
intended concepts are prevented from showing what they know” (Camilli & Shepard, 1994, p.
1). Studies that use DIF analyses can uncover internal inconsistency if particular items are
functioning differently in a systematic way for identifiable subgroups of students (AERA et al.,
2014). While DIF does not always indicate a weakness in the test item, it can help point to
construct-irrelevant variance or unexpected multidimensionality, thereby contributing to an
overall argument for validity and fairness.

IX.3.A.i. Method
DIF analyses for 2016 followed the same procedure used in 2015, including data from both
2014–2015 and 2015–2016 to flag items for evidence of DIF. As additional data are collected in
subsequent operational years, the scope of DIF analyses will be expanded to include additional
items, subgroups, and approaches to detecting DIF.
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Items were selected for inclusion in the DIF analyses based on minimum sample-size
requirements for the two gender subgroups: male and female. Within the DLM population, the
number of female students responding to items is smaller than the number of male students by
a ratio of approximately 1:2; therefore, a threshold for item inclusion was retained from 2015
whereby the female group must have at least 100 students responding to the item. The
threshold of 100 was selected to balance the need for a sufficient sample-size in the focal group
with the relatively low number of students responding to many DLM items. Writing items were
excluded from the DIF analyses described here because they are scored at the option level
rather than the item level and they include nonindependent response options (see Chapter III
for more information). Only operational content meeting sample-size thresholds was included
in the DIF analyses.
Two additional criteria were included for the 2015–2016 year to prevent estimation errors from
occurring. Items with an overall p value (or proportion correct) greater than .95 were removed
from the analyses. Additionally, items in which one gender group had a p value greater than .97
were removed from the analyses.
Using the above criteria for inclusion, 3,181 (25%) items on single-EE testlets were selected for
inclusion in the analysis. In the integrated model (single-EE testlets), the number of items
evaluated by grade level and content area ranged from 144 items in grade 6 for ELA to 251
items in grade 5 for mathematics. Item sample sizes were between 239 and 2,426.
For each item, logistic regression was used to predict the probability of a correct response given
group membership and total linkage levels mastered by the student in the content area. The
logistic regression equation for each item included a matching variable comprised of the
student’s total linkage levels mastered in the content area of the item and a group membership
variable, with females coded 0 as the focal group and males coded 1 as the reference group. An
interaction term was included to evaluate whether nonuniform DIF was present for each item
(Swaminathan & Rogers, 1990), which, when present, indicates that the item functions
differently as a result of the interaction between total linkage levels mastered and gender. When
nonuniform DIF is present, the gender group with the highest probability of a correct response
to the item differs along the range of total linkage levels mastered, in which one group is
favored at the low end of the spectrum, and the other group is favored at the high end.
Three logistic regression models were fitted for each item:
M0: logit(i) =  + X + I + iX
M1: logit(i) =  + X + I
M2: logit(i) =  + X;
where i is the probability of a correct response to the item for group i, X is the matching
criterion,  is the intercept,  is the slope, I is the group-specific parameter, and IX is the
interaction term.
Because of the number of items evaluated for DIF, Type I error rates were susceptible to
inflation. The incorporation of an effect-size measure can be used to distinguish practical
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significance from statistical significance by providing a metric of the magnitude of the effect of
adding the gender and interaction terms to the regression model.
For each item, the change in the Nagelkerke pseudo R2 measure of effect size was captured from
M2 to M1 or M0, to account for the effect of the addition of the group and interaction terms to the
equation. All effect-size values are reported using both the Zumbo and Thomas (1997) and
Jodoin and Gierl (2001) indices for reflecting a negligible, moderate, or large effect. The Zumbo
and Thomas thresholds for classifying DIF effect size are based on Cohen’s (1992) guidelines for
identifying a small, medium, or large effect. The thresholds for each level are 0.13 and 0.26;
values less than 0.13 have a negligible effect, values between 0.13 and 0.26 have a moderate
effect, and values of 0.26 or greater have a large effect.
The Jodoin and Gierl approach expanded on the Zumbo and Thomas effect-size classification by
basing the effect-size thresholds for the simultaneous item bias test procedure (Li & Stout, 1996),
which, like logistic regression, also allows for the detection of both uniform and nonuniform
DIF and makes use of classification guidelines based on the widely accepted ETS Mantel–
Haenszel classification guidelines. The Jodoin and Gierl threshold values for distinguishing
negligible, moderate, and large DIF are more stringent than the Zumbo and Thomas approach,
with lower threshold values of 0.035 and 0.07 to distinguish between negligible, moderate, and
large effects. Similar to the ETS Mantel–Haenszel method, negligible effect is classified with an
A, moderate effect with a B, and large effect with a C for both methods.
Jodoin and Gierl (2001) also examined Type I error and power rates in a simulation study
examining DIF detection using the logistic regression approach. Two of their conditions
featured a 1:2 ratio of sample size between the focal and reference groups. As with equivalent
sample-size groups, the authors found that power increased and Type I error rates decreased as
sample size increased for the unequal sample-size groups. Decreased power to detect DIF items
was observed when sample-size discrepancies reached a ratio of 1:4.

IX.3.A.ii. Results
IX.3.A.ii.a Uniform DIF Model
A total of 232 items were flagged for evidence of uniform DIF when comparing M1 to M2. Table
51 describes the total number of items flagged for evidence of uniform DIF by content area and
grade for each model. The percentage of items flagged for uniform DIF for each grade and
content area ranged from 3.5 to 10.8.
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Table 51. Items Flagged for Evidence of Uniform DIF, Spring 2016
Content Area

Grade

Items
Flagged

Total Items

% Flagged

ELA

3
4
5
6
7
8
9–10
11–12
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

11
8
17
9
16
13
9
10
19
16
16
21
11
26
12
12
6

169
148
165
144
148
153
152
151
214
248
251
226
250
249
160
182
171

6.5
5.4
10.3
6.3
10.8
8.5
5.9
6.6
8.9
6.5
6.4
9.3
4.4
10.4
7.5
6.6
3.5

Math

Number
with
Moderate or
Large Effect
Size
1
0
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Using the Zumbo and Thomas (1997) effect-size classification criteria, all 232 items were found
to have a negligible change in effect size after adding the gender term to the regression
equation.
Using the Jodoin and Gierl (2001) effect-size classification criteria, four items were found to
have a moderate effect-size change and the remaining 228 items were found to have a negligible
change in effect size after adding the gender term to the regression equation.
Table 52 provides information about flagged items with a moderate or large change in effect
size after adding the gender term. All four ELA items had a moderate effect-size value, as
represented by a value of B. The  values in the table indicate which group was favored on the
item after holding total linkage levels mastered constant, with positive values indicating that
the focal group (females) had a higher probability of success on the item. All four items favored
male students.
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Table 52. Items Flagged for Uniform DIF with Moderate or Large Effect Size, Spring 2016
Content
Area

p
value



R2

Z&T
effect
size

J&G
effect
size

Window

7.59

0.01

-1.27

0.05

A

B

ITI

RI.5.5

9.37

<0.01

-1.26

0.05

A

B

Spring

33807

L.5.4.a

6.61

0.01

-1.23

0.04

A

B

Spring

35313

RL.7.1

15.32

<0.01

-1.10

0.04

A

B

ITI

Grade

Item
ID

EE

ELA

3

35787

RI.3.5

ELA

5

32592

ELA

5

ELA

7

2

Note. ITI = instructionally embedded window. Z & T = Zumbo & Thomas, J & G = Jodoin & Gierl

IX.3.A.ii.b Combined Model
A total of 328 items were flagged for evidence of DIF when both the gender and interaction
terms were included in the regression equation. Table 53 summarizes the number of items
flagged by content area and grade. The percentage of items flagged for each grade and content
area ranged from 1.3% to 14.9%.
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Table 53. Items Flagged for Evidence of DIF for the Combined Model, Spring 2016
Content Area

Grade

Items Flagged

Total Items

% Flagged

ELA

3
4
5
6
7
8
9–10
11–12
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
16
23
12
22
17
2
16
27
29
31
19
35
31
13
17
6

169
148
165
144
148
153
152
151
214
248
251
226
250
249
160
182
171

7.1
10.8
13.9
8.3
14.9
11.1
1.3
10.6
12.6
11.7
12.4
8.4
14.0
12.4
8.1
9.3
3.5

Math

Number
Moderate
or Large
Effect Size
2
2
3
0
1
2
0
2
1
2
2
0
1
0
1
2
0

Using the Zumbo and Thomas (1997) effect-size classification criteria, all 328 items were found
to have a negligible change in effect size after adding the gender and interaction terms to the
regression equation.
Using the Jodoin and Gierl (2001) effect-size classification criteria, 19 items were found to have a
moderate change in effect size, two items were found to have a large change in effect size, and
the remaining 307 items were found to have a negligible change in effect size after adding the
gender and interaction terms to the regression equation.
Information about the flagged items with a moderate or large change in effect size is
summarized in Table 54 and Table 55 for ELA and mathematics respectively. Twelve ELA items
and nine mathematics items had moderate or large changes in effect-size values, as represented
by a value of B or C respectively. Fifteen items favored the male group (as indicated by a
negative  value), and six items favored the female group (as indicated by a positive  value).
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Table 54. ELA Items Flagged for DIF with Moderate or Large Effect Size, Spring 2016
Grade

Item

EE

2

p
value

3

34289

RL.3.4

11.38

<0.01

3

35787

RI.3.5

7.61

4

34293

RL.4.4

4

37678

5



 iX

R2

Z&T*

J & G*

Window

-3.17

0.21

0.06

A

B

ITI

0.02

-1.51

0.01

0.05

A

B

ITI

12.35

<0.01

-2.26

0.09

0.04

A

B

ITI

RL.4.3

13.77

<0.01

-4.41

0.16

0.07

A

C

ITI

27701

L.5.5.c

14.87

<0.01

-6.82

0.22

0.06

A

B

Spring

5

32592

RI.5.5

12.89

<0.01

1.41

-0.11

0.07

A

B

Spring

5

33807

L.5.4.a

6.63

0.04

-1.64

0.02

0.04

A

B

Spring

7

35313

RL.7.1

15.77

<0.01

-0.79

-0.02

0.04

A

B

ITI

8

15241

RI.8.2

12.04

<0.01

-4.12

0.15

0.05

A

B

Spring

8

38580

RI.8.2

18.53

<0.01

-3.44

0.15

0.05

A

B

Spring

11–12

24468

RL.11–12.1

15.07

<0.01

0.04

-0.03

0.04

A

B

ITI

11–12

39972

L.11–12.4.a

18.33

<0.01

-0.80

0.20

0.04

A

B

ITI

Note. *Effect-size measure. ITI = instructionally embedded window. Z & T = Zumbo & Thomas,
J & G = Jodoin & Gierl.
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Table 55. Mathematics Items Flagged for DIF with Moderate or Large Effect Size, Spring 2016
Grade

Item

EE

2

p
value

3

11838

3.MD.4

19.81

<0.01

4

9835

4.MD.6

6.07

4

19417

4.NF.3

5

18804

5



 iX

R2

Z&T*

J & G*

Window

-0.88

0.28

0.04

A

B

Spring

0.05

2.64

-0.12

0.04

A

B

ITI

20.45

<0.01

-1.86

0.37

0.04

A

B

ITI

5.MD.1.c

11.00

<0.01

1.98

-0.15

0.04

A

B

ITI

23053

5.MD.2

18.86

<0.01

1.84

-0.15

0.04

A

B

Spring

7

13619

7.G.2

14.96

<0.01

3.15

-0.37

0.10

A

C

ITI

9

10046

N-CN.2.b

6.22

0.04

-1.67

0.14

0.04

A

B

Spring

10

11771

G-CO.4-5

26.35

<0.01

-0.37

0.76

0.04

A

B

ITI

10

37592

S-ID.4

14.13

<0.01

-1.23

0.39

0.04

A

B

ITI

Note. *Effect-size measure. ITI = instructionally embedded window. Z & T = Zumbo & Thomas, J
& G = Jodoin & Gierl.
A comparison of results from 2015–2016 indicates none of the items flagged in 2015 were also
flagged in 2016, after the collection of an additional year’s worth of data.
Appendix A includes plots labeled by the item ID, which display the best fitting regression line
for each gender group, along with jittered plots representing the total linkage levels mastered
for individuals in each gender group.
For three of the items flagged with moderate or large effect size, the plots demonstrate that the
probability of a correct item response decreases for female students as total linkage levels
increased. The items had a relatively low sample size (between 288 and 347 total students), and
the negative relationship is likely because few female students provided incorrect item
responses. DIF analyses will be conducted again in 2017 once new data are collected.

IX.3.A.iii. Test Development Team Review of Flagged Items
The test development teams for each content area were provided with data files that listed all
items flagged with a moderate or large effect size. To avoid biasing the review of items, these
files did not indicate which group was favored.
During their review of the flagged items, test development teams were asked to consider facets
of each item that may lead one gender group to provide correct responses at a higher rate than
the other. Because DIF is closely related to issues of fairness, the bias and sensitivity external
review criteria (see Chapter III of 2014-2015 Technical Manual – Year-End Model [DLM
Consortium, 2016]) were provided to the test development teams to consider as they reviewed
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the items. After reviewing a flagged item and considering its context in the testlet, including the
ELA text and the engagement activity in mathematics, content teams were asked to provide one
of three decision codes for each item:
1. Accept. No evidence of bias favoring one group or the other. Leave content as is.
2. Minor revision. Clear indication that a fix will correct the item, if the edit can be made
within the allowable edit guidelines
3. Reject. There is evidence the item favors one gender group over the other. There is not
an allowable edit to correct the issue. The item is slated for retirement.
After review, all items flagged for moderate or large effect size were given a decision code of 1:
Accept. No evidence could be found in any of the items indicating the content favored one
gender group over the other.

IX.4. EVIDENCE BASED ON CONSEQUENCES OF TESTING
Validity evidence must include the evaluation of the overall “soundness of these proposed
interpretations for their intended uses” (AERA et al., 2014, p. 19). To establish sound score
interpretations, the assessment must measure important content that informs instructional
choices and goal setting.
During spring 2016, one additional source of evidence was collected via teacher survey
responses. Additional consequential evidence will be collected in subsequent years.

IX.4.A. TEACHER SURVEY RESPONSES
Teachers were asked two questions on the spring 2016 survey12 that assessed their perceptions
of the assessment contents. Teachers completed these items based on their student with the best
experience with DLM assessments, and again based on their student with the worst experience.
Teachers who only administered a DLM assessment to one student only responded once. Table
56 summarizes the responses across all students: best experience, worst experience, and only
student. Teachers generally responded that content reflected high expectations for their
students, but did not always agree that content measured important academic skills. DLM
assessments represent a departure from many of the states’ previous alternate assessments in
the breadth of academic skills assessed. Given the short history of general curriculum access for
this population and the tendency to prioritize functional academic skills for instruction
(Karvonen, Wakeman, Browder, Rogers, & Flowers, 2011), teachers’ responses may reflect
awareness that DLM assessments contain challenging content. However, they are divided on its
importance in the educational programs of students with the most significant cognitive
disabilities.

Recruitment and sampling described earlier in this chapter.

12
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Table 56. Teacher Perceptions of Student Experience with Testlets, Spring 2016
Statement

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

n

%

n

%

n

%

Content measures important
academic skills.

396

26.2

409

27.0

623

41.2

85

5.6

Content reflects high expectations
for this student.

174

11.6

291

19.3

823

54.6

219

14.5

n

%

IX.5. CONCLUSION
This chapter presents additional studies as evidence to support the overall validity argument
for the DLM Alternate Assessment System. The studies are organized into categories (content,
response process, internal structure, and consequences of testing) as defined by the Standards for
Educational and Psychological Testing (AERA et al., 2014), the professional standards used to
evaluate educational assessments.
The final chapter of the 2014–2015 Technical Manual – Integrated Model (DLM Consortium, 2016),
Chapter XI, references evidence presented through the technical manual, including Chapter IX,
and expands the discussion of the overall validity argument. The chapter also provides areas for
further inquiry and ongoing evaluation of the DLM Alternate Assessment System.
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X. TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Chapter X describes the training that was offered in 2015–2016 for state and local education
agency staff, the required test-administrator training, and the optional professional
development provided. Participation rates and evaluation results from 2015–2016 instructional
professional development are included in this chapter (see Table 57 and Table 58 at the end of
this chapter).
For a complete description of training and professional development for Dynamic Learning
Maps® (DLM®) assessments, including a description of training for state and local education
agency staff, along with descriptions of facilitated and self-directed training, see Chapter X of
the 2014–2015 Technical Manual – Integrated Model (DLM Consortium, 2016).

X.1. REQUIRED TRAINING FOR TEST ADMINISTRATORS
Training is required annually for educators who serve as test administrators and administer the
DLM alternate assessments. In 2015–2016, training was available in two formats: facilitated (inperson training with quizzes in Moodle) and self-directed (all content and quizzes within
Moodle). The switch to Moodle (from Educator Portal in 2014–2015) was implemented because
of its ease of use for test administrators and its ability to more effectively manage data captured
by the system.
All new test administrators were required to successfully complete modules before beginning
testing; they were not allowed access to their students’ log-in information for the student
Kansas Interactive Testing Engine (KITE®) platform until their training was successfully
completed. Test administrators were required to complete four modules and pass all four
posttests with a score of 80% or higher. Test administrators were able to retake posttests as
many times as needed to pass all parts of the training.
Returning test administrators had to successfully complete a single, combined module with a
score of 80% or higher on each of four posttests before gaining access to their students’ log-in
information. Training time was estimated at less than 1 hour. If the module posttest was not
successfully completed on the first attempt, additional training was required. The additional
training could take an added 30 minutes to 4 hours, depending on the areas in which the test
administrator was not successful on the first attempt.
For a complete description of required training for test administrators see Chapter X of the
2014–2015 Technical Manual – Integrated Model (DLM Consortium, 2016).
Educators in each state had access to both facilitated and self-directed training options.
Participants chose the correct version according to their state’s guidelines. Figure 17 illustrates
the differences between the two training formats.
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Facilitated Training
The facilitated (in-person) training session is
completed outside of Moodle. The
remaining steps are completed inside
Moodle.

Self-Directed Training
All steps of self-directed
training are completed inside
Moodle.

Figure 17. Required-training processes flows for facilitated and self-directed training.

X.1.A. TRAINING CONTENT
Training content was updated for 2015–2016 from the content available in 2014–2015. The seven
available modules in 2014–2015 were reduced to four modules in 2015–2016. Module content
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was combined, content was made more concise where possible, and unnecessary content was
removed. The four resulting modules are described in the sections that follow.

X.1.A.i. Module 1: About the DLM System
Module 1 of the test administrator training provided an overview of the DLM system
components and DLM test security. Topics included illustration and discussion of the DLM
maps, claims and conceptual areas, Essential Elements (EEs), testlets, linkage levels, and the
security demands of the DLM system. Participants were expected to demonstrate an
understanding of DLM maps, including the academic nature of the knowledge, skills, and
abilities described within them. They were also expected to develop a working definition of the
EEs and differentiate them from functional skills. Participants needed to be able to define claims
and place them within the context of instructional practice. Finally, educators were expected to
practice the security guidelines for assessments as outlined in Module 1.
Module 1 explained how the DLM testlets were developed. It also emphasized the fact that
Target-level testlets are aligned directly to the EE tested, while explaining that testlets at other
linkage levels are developed using the DLM map nodes that build up to, and extend from, the
target node(s). In addition, participants were taught about the dynamic nature of the
assessment, explaining that students may see all five levels of testlets (i.e., Initial Precursor,
Distal Precursor, Proximal Precursor, Target, and Successor) in their assessment, whether
English language arts (ELA) or mathematics. Participants were introduced to mini-maps that
specifically detail the nodes assessed at each linkage level.
After viewing Module 1, participants were expected to know all DLM security standards, which
apply to anyone working with the DLM assessment. The standards are meant to ensure that
assessment content is not compromised; standards include not reproducing or storing testlets,
not sharing testlets via email, social media, or file sharing, and not reproducing testlets by any
means, except in clearly specified situations (e.g., braille forms of the testlets).
Participants agreed to uphold the DLM security expectations by signing an annual agreement
document and committing to integrity. Participants also were instructed to follow their own
state’s additional policies that govern test security.

X.1.A.ii. Module 2: Accessibility by Design
Module 2 of the required training focused on accessibility. Participants were shown the
characteristics of the DLM system that were designed to be optimally accessible to diverse
learners, as well as the six steps for customizing supports for specific student needs, as
described in detail in the DLM Accessibility Manual.
The training emphasized how Universal Design for Learning was used to ensure that test
content was optimally accessible. The technology platform used to deliver assessments, KITE
Client, was introduced, along with explanation of its accessibility supports, including
guidelines for selecting supports for the Personal Needs and Preferences (PNP) Profile.
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Participants were expected to demonstrate understanding of test supports, their purpose,
student eligibility, and appropriate practice. Participants also were shown how to complete the
PNP and how the PNP and First Contact survey responses combined to develop a personal
learning profile to guide administration decisions for each student.
Module 2 also demonstrated how to actualize all accessibility features for an individual student,
both within KITE Client and through external supports, in conjunction with Testlet Information
Pages (TIPs).
Module 2 addressed flexibility in the ways that students access the items and materials,
including what is considered appropriate flexibility (e.g., test administrator adapts the physical
arrangement of the response options) and what is not (e.g., test administrator reduces the
number of response options).
Finally, participants were taught how accessibility supports must be consistent with those that
students receive in routine instruction and how those supports may extend beyond testing
supports that are specifically mentioned in the child’s Individualized Education Program.

X.1.A.iii. Module 3: Understanding and Delivering Testlets in the DLM System
Module 3 focused on participants’ understanding and delivery of content through testlets
within the KITE system. Topics included testlet structure, item types, completing testlets,
standard test-administration process, allowable practices, and practices to avoid.
The third module provided participants with focused information on how the assessments are
delivered via computer. Content included the testlet structures used in the assessment system,
the various item types used (e.g., single-select multiple choice, matching, sorting, drag and
drop), how to navigate and complete testlets, and what to do on test day.
Module 3 also addressed teacher-administered testlets, including the specific structures used
and the processes for completing testlets by administering them outside KITE Client. The
module also covered how the test administrator enters responses in to KITE Client. The training
emphasized the importance of educator directions provided within the testlet and specific
directions to each content area (i.e., reading, mathematics, and writing).

X.1.A.iv. Module 4: Preparing to Administer the Assessment
Module 4 prepared participants in their role as test administrators. They learned to check data,
complete the First Contact survey, use practice activities and released testlets, and plan and
schedule assessment administration.
Participants reviewed the test administrators’ role in completing data management
requirements in the Educator Portal, supported by full instructions in the Test Administrator
Manual 2015–2016 (DLM Consortium, 2015). Participants reviewed the DLM assessment
components, which are accessed through the Educator Portal (e.g., First Contact survey) and
where student information is entered. Participants learned about students’ required activities
during operational testing as opposed to opportunities to practice through released testlets or
practice activities available in KITE Client.
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The training specifically addressed the First Contact survey, which is completed before testing
begins and asks test administrators about student communication and academic skills.
Responses to these items determine the best linkage level at which to start students the first
time they encounter the DLM assessments. The First Contact survey is completed online, but
test administrators also have access to all items in advance via an appendix to the Test
Administration Manual 2015–2016 (DLM Consortium, 2015). The First Contact survey includes
items about special education services and primary disability categorizations, as well as sensory
and motor capabilities, communication abilities, academic skill, attention and computer access.
The module also addressed planning and scheduling the assessments. Prior to the assessments,
test administrators were directed to allow students taking the assessments to complete practice
activities to expose them to the KITE system. Test administrators were advised to retrieve TIPs,
determine the appropriate length of each assessment session, and to consider the schedules
according to their states’ requirements. Test administrators were also instructed to arrange a
space for assessments that is quiet, distraction free, and able to accommodate students’
accessibility needs.

X.2. INSTRUCTIONAL PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The DLM Professional Development System includes approximately 50 modules, including 20
focused on ELA instruction, 25 focused on mathematics instruction, and five others that address
individual education programs, the DLM claims and conceptual areas, universal design for
learning, DLM EEs, and the Common Core State Standards. The complete list of module titles is
included in Table 58 below. The modules are available in two formats: self-directed and
facilitated and are accessed at http://dlmpd.com.
The self-directed modules were designed to meet the needs of all educators, especially those in
rural and remote areas, to offer educators with just-in-time, on-demand training. The selfdirected modules are available online via an open-access, interactive portal and combine videos,
text, student work samples, and online learning activities to engage educators with a range of
content, strategies, and supports, as well as the opportunity to reflect upon and apply what they
are learning. Each module ends with a posttest, and educators who achieve a score of 80% or
higher on the posttest receive a certificate via email.
The facilitated modules are intended for use with groups. This version of the modules was
designed to meet the need for face-to-face training without requiring a train-the-trainers
approach. Instead of requiring trainers to themselves be subject matter experts in content
related to academic instruction and the population of students with the most significant
cognitive disabilities, the facilitated training is delivered via recorded video created by subject
matter experts. Facilitators are provided with an agenda, a detailed guide, handouts, and other
supports required to facilitate a meaningful, face-to-face training. By definition, they are
facilitating training developed and provided by members of the DLM professional development
team.
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To support state and local education agencies in providing continuing education credits to
educators who complete the modules, each module also includes a time-ordered agenda,
learning objectives, and biographical information about the faculty who developed and deliver
the training via video.

X.2.A. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PARTICIPATION AND EVALUATION
As reported in Table 57, a total of 92,439 modules were completed in the self-directed format
from the fall of 2012, when the first module was launched, until September 30, 2016. This is an
increase of 14,120 modules since September 30, 2015 (78,319 modules completed). Data are not
available for the number of educators who have completed the modules in the facilitated
format, but it is known that several states (e.g., Iowa, Missouri, and West Virginia) use the
facilitated modules extensively.
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Table 57. Number of Self-Directed Modules Completed by Educators in DLM States and Other
Localities, through September 2016
State

Self-Directed Modules
Completed (n)

Missouri

21,377

Kansas

16,778

Mississippi

14,040

New Jersey

8,995

Colorado

4,781

Wisconsin

4,225

North Carolina

2,950

Utah

2,395

Illinois

2,162

Oklahoma

1,733

Vermont

1,139

Iowa

1,017

Pennsylvania

822

New Hampshire

671

Alaska

607

North Dakota

447

New York

330

West Virginia

162

Non-DLM states and other locations

7,808

Total

92,439

To evaluate educator perceptions of the utility and applicability of the modules, DLM staff
asked educators to respond to a series of evaluation questions upon completion of each selfdirected module. Through September 2016, on average, educators completed the evaluation
questions 77% of the time. The responses are consistently positive, as illustrated in Table 58.
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Table 58. Response Rates and Average Ratings on Self-Directed Module Evaluation Questions
Total
Modules
Completed
(n)

Response
Rate

Module Name

0: Who are Students with Significant
Cognitive Disabilities?

The module
addressed content
that is important
for professionals
working with
students with
significant
cognitive
disabilities.

The module
presented me
with new ideas to
improve my work
with students
with significant
cognitive
disabilities.

Completing
this module
was worth
my time
and effort.

I intend to
apply what
I learned in
the module
to my
professiona
l practice.

11,589

0.41

3.44

3.12

3.27

2.77

1: Common Core Overview

6,069

0.35

3.16

2.91

3.09

2.67

2: Dynamic Learning Maps Essential
Elements

9,480

0.41

3.33

3.21

3.19

2.74

3: Universal Design for Learning

5,765

0.41

3.34

3.24

3.26

2.75

4: Principles of Instruction in English
Language Arts

5,193

0.46

3.30

3.21

3.21

2.76

5: Standards of Mathematics Practice

7,520

0.24

3.25

3.21

3.22

2.72

6: Counting and Cardinality

3,813

0.50

3.36

3.30

3.29

2.75

7: IEPs Linked to the DLM Essential
Elements

4,642

0.43

3.28

3.21

3.22

2.71

8: Symbols

3,362

0.28

3.36

3.29

3.32

2.73

9: Shared Reading

4,598

0.53

3.43

3.35

3.29

2.78
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Total
Modules
Completed
(n)

Response
Rate

Module Name

The module
addressed content
that is important
for professionals
working with
students with
significant
cognitive
disabilities.

The module
presented me
with new ideas to
improve my work
with students
with significant
cognitive
disabilities.

Completing
this module
was worth
my time
and effort.

I intend to
apply what
I learned in
the module
to my
professiona
l practice.

10: DLM Claims and Conceptual
Areas

2,706

0.70

3.25

3.10

3.11

2.66

11: Speaking and Listening

2,782

0.50

3.33

3.24

3.23

2.74

12: Writing: Text Types and Purposes

2,875

0.61

3.23

3.16

3.12

2.68

13: Writing: Production and
Distribution

1,371

0.92

3.25

3.20

3.19

2.70

14: Writing: Research and Range of
Writing

1,646

0.70

3.23

3.19

3.16

2.70

15: The Power of Ten-Frames

1,258

0.93

3.26

3.24

3.20

2.67

16: Writing with Alternate Pencils

1,558

0.91

3.37

3.31

3.29

2.68

17: DLM® Core Vocabulary and
Communication

1,618

0.91

3.43

3.37

3.40

2.76

860

0.88

3.19

3.13

3.13

2.61

1,033

0.86

3.14

3.10

3.09

2.58

809

0.89

3.13

3.09

3.07

2.57

18: Unitizing
19: Forms of Number
20: Units and Operations
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Total
Modules
Completed
(n)

Response
Rate

Module Name

The module
addressed content
that is important
for professionals
working with
students with
significant
cognitive
disabilities.

The module
presented me
with new ideas to
improve my work
with students
with significant
cognitive
disabilities.

Completing
this module
was worth
my time
and effort.

I intend to
apply what
I learned in
the module
to my
professiona
l practice.

21: Place Value

835

0.87

3.14

3.10

3.07

2.53

22: Fraction Concepts and Models
Part I

690

0.89

3.15

3.12

3.10

2.55

23: Fraction Concepts and Models
Part II

582

0.90

3.16

3.13

3.10

2.58

24: Composing, Decomposing, and
Comparing Numbers

787

0.84

3.19

3.16

3.16

2.58

25: Basic Geometric Shapes and Their
Attributes

748

0.89

3.18

3.14

3.10

2.57

26: Writing Information and
Explanation Texts

596

0.92

3.17

3.16

3.16

2.63

27: Calculating Accurately with
Addition

555

0.90

3.17

3.14

3.09

2.58

28: Measuring and Comparing
Lengths

332

0.91

3.15

3.10

3.07

2.53

1,049

0.91

3.37

3.32

3.33

2.73

29: Emergent Writing
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Total
Modules
Completed
(n)

Response
Rate

Module Name

The module
addressed content
that is important
for professionals
working with
students with
significant
cognitive
disabilities.

The module
presented me
with new ideas to
improve my work
with students
with significant
cognitive
disabilities.

Completing
this module
was worth
my time
and effort.

I intend to
apply what
I learned in
the module
to my
professiona
l practice.

30: Predictable Chart Writing

493

0.94

3.36

3.31

3.33

2.74

31: Calculating Accurately with
Subtraction

341

0.90

3.15

3.13

3.09

2.55

32: Teaching Text Comprehension:
Anchor-Read-Apply

589

0.88

3.33

3.27

3.28

2.69

33: Generating Purposes for Reading

421

0.88

3.27

3.23

3.25

2.66

34: Exponents and Probability

214

0.87

3.11

3.11

3.08

2.50

35: Beginning Communicators

973

0.92

3.46

3.31

3.36

2.76

36: Time and Money

358

0.92

3.27

3.20

3.20

2.67

37: DR-TA and Other Text
Comprehension Approaches

369

0.87

3.29

3.26

3.25

2.69

38: Supporting Participation in
Discussions

368

0.86

3.29

3.26

3.24

2.66

39: Algebraic Thinking

403

0.92

3.25

3.17

3.17

2.58

40: Composing and Decomposing
Shapes and Areas

278

0.90

3.22

3.18

3.17

2.56
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Total
Modules
Completed
(n)

Response
Rate

Module Name

The module
addressed content
that is important
for professionals
working with
students with
significant
cognitive
disabilities.

The module
presented me
with new ideas to
improve my work
with students
with significant
cognitive
disabilities.

Completing
this module
was worth
my time
and effort.

I intend to
apply what
I learned in
the module
to my
professiona
l practice.

41: Writing: Getting Started with
Writing Arguments

169

0.91

3.09

3.12

3.07

2.51

42: Calculating Accurately with
Multiplication

209

0.86

3.23

3.14

3.12

2.54

43: Perimeter, Volume, and Mass

167

0.89

3.10

3.09

3.05

2.51

44: Writing: Getting Started in
Narrative Writing

135

0.92

3.17

3.14

3.10

2.57

45: Patterns and Sequence

139

0.90

3.04

2.98

2.94

2.40

95

0.82

3.00

3.03

3.00

2.38

157

0.87

3.26

3.23

3.20

2.59

89

0.81

3.30

3.28

3.24

2.64

176

0.79

3.33

3.29

3.31

2.64

46: Functions and Rates
47: Calculating Accurately with
Division
48: Organizing and Using Data to
Answer Questions
49: Strategies and Formats for
Presenting Ideas
50: Properties of Lines and Angles
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Total
Modules
Completed
(n)

Response
Rate

Module Name

Total
Average

The module
addressed content
that is important
for professionals
working with
students with
significant
cognitive
disabilities.

The module
presented me
with new ideas to
improve my work
with students
with significant
cognitive
disabilities.

Completing
this module
was worth
my time
and effort.

I intend to
apply what
I learned in
the module
to my
professiona
l practice.

3.24

3.18

3.18

2.64

92,864
0.77

Note. The first three questions use a 4-point scale. The final question has three response options: No, Maybe, and Yes.
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In addition to the modules, the DLM instructional professional development system includes a
variety of other instructional resources and supports. These include: DLM EE unpacking
documents; links to dozens of texts that are at an appropriate level of complexity for students
who take DLM assessments and are linked to the texts that are listed in Appendix B of the
Common Core State Standards; vignettes that illustrate shared reading with students with the
most complex needs across the grade levels; supports for augmentative and alternative
communication for students who do not have a comprehensive, symbolic communication
system; alternate “pencils” for educators to download and use with students who cannot use a
standard pen, pencil, or computer keyboard; and links to Pinterest boards and other online
supports. The team is currently working on new supports to help teachers understand the
Initial and Distal Precursor linkage levels and how they relate cognitively to the target nodes
and DLM EEs.
Finally, the DLM instructional professional development system includes a virtual community
of practice that is open to educators, related service providers, families and others who are
seeking support in teaching students with the most significant cognitive disabilities in achieving
academic standards. The virtual community of practice allows registered users to create and
join groups, ask and answer questions, and share instructional resources and materials. The
virtual community of practice is monitored and seeded by the DLM professional development
team at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
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XI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The Dynamic Learning Maps® (DLM®) Alternate Assessment System is based on the core belief
that all students should have access to challenging, grade-level academic content. Therefore, the
DLM assessments provide students with the most significant cognitive disabilities the
opportunity to demonstrate what they know and can do. It is designed to map students’
learning throughout the year with items and tasks that are embedded in day-to-day instruction.
The DLM system completed its second operational administration year in 2015–2016. This
technical manual provides updated evidence from the 2015–2016 year to support the
propositions and assumptions that undergird the assessment system as described at the onset of
its design in the DLM theory of action. The contents of this manual address the information
summarized in Table 59. For a complete summary of evidence collected for the DLM theory of
action, see the 2014–2015 Technical Manual – Integrated Model (DLM Consortium, 2016).

Table 59. Review of Technical Manual Contents
Chapter(s)
I
II
III, IV, X

V
VI
VII, VIII

IX

Contents
Provides an overview of information updated for the 2015–2016 year.
Not updated for 2015–2016.
Provides procedural evidence collected during 2015–2016 of test content
development and administration, including field-test information, teacher
survey results, and professional development module use.
Describes the statistical model used to produce scores based on student
responses.
Not updated for 2015–2016.
Describes results and analysis of the second operational administration’s data,
evaluating how students performed on the assessment, the distributions of
those scores, aggregated and disaggregated results, and analysis of the
internal consistency of student responses.
Provides additional studies from 2015–2016 focused on specific topics related
to validity and in support of the score propositions and purposes.

This chapter reviews the evidence provided in this technical manual and discusses future
research studies as part of ongoing and iterative processes of program responsiveness,
validation, and evaluation.
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XI.1. VALIDITY EVIDENCE SUMMARY
The accumulated evidence available by the end of the 2015–2016 year provides additional
support for the validity argument. Each proposition is addressed by evidence in one or more of
the categories of validity evidence, as summarized in Table 60. While many sources of evidence
support multiple propositions, Table 60 lists the primary associations. For example, Proposition
4 is indirectly supported by content-related evidence described for Propositions 1 through 3.
Table 61 shows the titles and sections for the chapters cited in Table 60. A complete summary of
evidence can be found in Chapter XI of 2014-2015 Technical Manual – Integrated Model (DLM
Consortium, 2016).
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Table 60. Dynamic Learning Maps Alternate Assessment System Propositions and Sources of Updated
Evidence for 2015–2016
Proposition
Test Content

Scores
represent what
students know
and can do.
(1) Achievementlevel
descriptors
provide useful
information
about student
achievement.
(2) Inferences
regarding
student
achievement,
progress, and
growth can be
drawn at the
conceptual-area
level.
Assessment
scores provide
useful
information to
guide
instructional
decisions.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 13, 15

Sources of Evidence*
Response
Internal
Relations
Processes
Structure
with Other
Variables
9, 16, 19
10, 14, 15, 17

14

12

Consequences
of Testing
11, 18

12

14

18

Note. *See Table 61 for a list of evidence sources. Only direct sources of evidence are listed.
Some propositions are also supported indirectly by evidence presented for other propositions.
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Table 61. Evidence Sources Cited in Previous Table
Evidence
No.

Chapter

Section

1

III

English Language Arts Blueprint Coverage

2

III

Item Writer Characteristics

3

III

English Language Arts Passage Development

4

III

English Language Arts Writing Testlets

5

III

Selection of Accessible Graphics for Testlets

6

III

External Reviews

7

III

Operational Assessment Items for 2015–2016

8

III

Field Testing

9

IV

Implementation Evidence

10

V

All

11

VII

Student Performance

12

VII

Score Reports

13

VII

Quality Control Procedures for Data Files and Score Reports

14

VIII

All

15

IX

Evidence Based on Test Content

16

IX

Evidence Based on Response Process

17

IX

Evidence Based on Internal Structure

18

IX

Evidence Based on Consequences of Testing

19

X

Required Training for Test Administrators

XI.2. CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
XI.2.A. OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT
As noted previously in this manual, 2015–2016 was the second year the DLM Alternate
Assessment System was operational. While the 2015–2016 assessments were carried out in a
manner that supports the validity of the proposed uses of the DLM information for the intended
purposes, the DLM Alternate Assessment Consortium is committed to continual improvement
of assessments, teacher and student experiences, and technological delivery of the assessment
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system. Through formal research and evaluation as well as informal feedback, some
improvements have already been implemented for 2016–2017. This section describes significant
changes from the first to second year of operational administration, as well as examples of
improvements to be made during the 2016–2017 year.
Overall, there were no significant changes to learning map models, item-writing procedures,
item flagging outcomes, test administration, or the modeling procedure used to calibrate and
score assessments from 2014–2015 to 2015–2016.
However, performance differences were observed across years. Specifically, the percentage of
students classified to the At Target or Advanced performance levels decreased from 2014–2015
to 2015–2016 in some grades and subjects, after including only states who participated in the
integrated model in both years. Prior to delivery of data files and score reports to state partners,
the DLM psychometric team ruled out potential sources of error, including scoring issues or
systematic changes to the population. Upon discussion of the finding with DLM TAC members
and state partners, it was suggested that implementation within each state could be a potential
source of the change in performance. Additional explanations included greater fidelity of
administration and understanding of allowable practices during the second year of
administration; teacher choice of EEs and linkage levels during the instructionally embedded
window; and a history of unreliability in performance for students taking alternate assessments,
which predates DLM assessments. Results will be compared again following the 2016–2017
administration to determine if a trend is evident across 3 years of results.
Survey results obtained from the spring 2016 survey administration provided feedback and
areas for improvement on test development and Kansas Interactive Testing Engine (KITE® )
functionality. Improvements to test development procedures for 2016–2017 and planned
improvements for future years focus on ensuring accurate, high-quality assessment content. The
guidelines and procedures for item writing are reviewed annually using multiple sources of
information from the field and research findings and data collected throughout the school year.
Improvements to the 2016–2017 test-administration procedures will focus on ensuring a highquality assessment experience for teachers using Educator Portal to create instructional plans.
Improvements will be made to the interface to increase usability based on teacher survey
feedback collected during 2015–2016.
The validity evidence collected in 2015–2016 expands upon the evidence collected in the first
operational year for three of the four critical sources of evidence as described in Standards for
Educational and Psychological Testing (AERA et al., 2014): evidence based on test content, internal
structure, and consequences of testing. Specifically, analysis of blueprint coverage and
opportunity to learn contribute to the evidence collected based on test content. Additional
teacher survey responses further contributed to the body of evidence collected based on
response process. Evaluation of item-level bias via differential item functioning analysis, along
with item-pool statistics provided additional evidence collected based on internal structure.
Evidence for the fourth source, response process, was not collected during the 2015–2016 year.
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Teacher survey responses also provided evidence based on consequences of testing, although
further research is still needed to collect additional evidence.

XI.2.B. FUTURE RESEARCH
The continuous improvement process also leads to future directions for research to inform and
improve the DLM Alternate Assessment System in 2016–2017 and beyond. Some areas for
investigation have been described earlier in this chapter and throughout the manual.
Two score-report interpretation studies are planned for 2016–2017 to collect information about
how teachers read and interpret DLM score report information. The first planned study
provides an online on-demand tutorial for teachers to view to aid in understanding report
contents and their instructional uses. The second study collects data as part of the spring 2017
teacher survey regarding teacher use of progress reports during instructionally embedded
testing.
Teacher survey data are also planned for collection during spring 2017 to obtain more
information from teachers regarding their use of the instructionally embedded assessment
system, as well as additional data collection for longitudinal survey items as further validity
evidence.
In addition, a long-term research plan has been outlined and is underway with the purpose of
ultimately designing a data collection and statistical modeling plan that will support nodebased estimation. The goal of the approach is to model the relationships and interconnections
across nodes such that information about mastery on one tested node can propagate
information to other untested nodes based on known relationships represented in the learning
map models. This research agenda is being guided by a technical subcommittee of DLM TAC
members.
Several initiatives and studies are also planned or underway to support and improve the
current linkage-level scoring model. This includes model-fit analyses that are planned to
evaluate how well the response data from the DLM assessments fit the selected latent class
statistical model. Model fit will be evaluated using both relative and absolute fit indices. Plans
are being developed to flag items for evidence of misfit that the test development team will use
to make operational decisions.
Other research is also anticipated as sample sizes increase across subsequent years of
operational delivery. For example, DIF analyses, which expanded from 2014–2015 but still did
not evaluate all items, may be replicated with different focal and reference groups after the
2016–2017 administration. Studies on the comparability of results for students who use various
combinations of accessibility supports are also dependent upon the availability of larger data
sets. This line of research is expected to begin in 2017.
In the near future state partners will also begin collaborating to collect additional, state-level
validity evidence. For example, states may collect data (e.g., online progress monitoring) that
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would be appropriate for use to evaluate the relationship of student responses on DLM
assessments to other variables. Since states are responsible for making policy decisions and
setting expectations regarding the use of assessment data, they are also well positioned to
provide additional procedural evidence on uses of DLM results for various purposes.
All future studies will be guided by advice from the DLM TAC and the state partners, using
processes established over the life of the DLM Consortium.
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